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ABSTRACT: Litigation financing is nonrecourse funding of litigation by a non-party for a profit. It is a burgeoning and controversial phenomenon that has penetrated the United States in recent years. Since “most of the important phenomena of modern litigation are best understood as results of changes in the financing and capitalization of the bar,” it is not surprising that litigation financing has been dubbed by RAND as one of the “biggest and most influential trends in civil justice” and by the Chamber of Commerce as “a clear and present danger to the impartial and efficient administration of civil justice in the United States.”

Despite the growing importance of the practice, there is an absence of information about or discussion of litigation finance contracting, even though all the benefits and risks embodied in litigation funding stem from the relationships those contracts shape and formalize. In this Article, we: (1) set out the efficiency and justice cases for a model contract; (2) build on previous work to make the case for using venture capitalism as an analog and starting point for modeling litigation finance contracts; (3) describe the ethical and economic challenges faced by the parties entering into litigation finance contracts and explain the contractual solutions we suggest in order to minimize and in some cases eliminate such pitfalls; (4) provide a model contract; and (5) conclude by mapping out a research agenda for the new field of litigation finance contracting.
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INTRODUCTION

Litigation financing is nonrecourse funding of litigation by a non-party for a profit. It is a burgeoning and controversial phenomenon that has penetrated the United States in recent years, after flourishing in other common law jurisdictions. Since changes to the financing and capitalization of the bar “affect the outcome[s] of cases,” it is not surprising that litigation financing has been dubbed by the RAND Institute for Civil Justice as one of the “biggest and most influential trends in civil justice.” Nor is it any surprise that it caught the attention of the leading daily press—as exemplified by the New York Times series “Betting on Justice” and Fortune magazine’s ongoing coverage of the high-profile financing of the even more high-profile Chevron–Ecuador litigation.

Last but not least, one of the nation’s most powerful lobbying groups—the U.S. Chamber of Commerce—characterizes the practice as “a clear and present danger to the impartial and efficient administration of civil justice in the United States.” According to the Chamber, litigation funding can be expected to increase the volume of abusive litigation, undermine the control...
of plaintiffs and lawyers over litigation, deter plaintiffs from settling and thus prolong litigation, compromise the professional independence of attorneys, and more generally corrupt the attorney–client relationship.7 Consequently the big business lobby is advocating “a robust oversight regime to govern this type of [financing] at the federal level . . . [since the risks posed by this kind of financing] are simply too acute to be left to industry self-regulation.”8 Due to similar lobbying efforts, legislation to regulate at least some types of litigation funding is currently pending before twelve state legislatures—Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Nevada, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas.9 These, in turn, follow on the heels of Maine, which became the first state to pass legislation regulating litigation finance in 2008,10 followed shortly thereafter by Ohio, Nebraska, and Oklahoma, which also regulate lawsuit financing.11

In addition to the public debate and legislative responses described above, state bar associations have also begun addressing the ethical dimensions of litigation funding. Both the New York City Bar Association and the American Bar Association have recently issued cautiously favorable final or draft opinions, respectively.12 Thus, despite dissenting voices,

7. Id. at 1–2.
8. Id. at 2.
litigation funding is growing globally and domestically at a fast clip and gaining acceptance. The size of the current market is difficult to gauge because most funders are private companies and confidentiality agreements govern much of the funding industry’s activities. Estimates vary, but all indicate a large market. According to the New York City Bar Association, “[t]he aggregate amount of litigation financing outstanding is estimated to exceed $1 billion.” The potential market is much larger. One indicator of how much money could be invested in the future in the U.S. alone is the litigation fees of the “Am Law 200” firms, which are the gatekeepers for the large commercial claims that litigation funders are targeting. Those total fees are estimated to have been over $84 billion in 2008. Another measure of market potential is the total dollar value of settlements entered into and judgments rendered each year, increased by the value of meritorious claims that are not being filed due to lack of funds. This figure is likely more than $50 billion, which is a very conservative estimate of the annual amount paid to settle civil litigation.

Potential market size, however, is an insufficient indicator of the dynamics driving the marketplace’s rapid growth. Crucially, the emerging litigation finance industry is developing at a time when other investments with a similarly speculative profile have been discredited, leaving investors with an unmet demand. The insurance giant Lloyd’s therefore projects that:

- Businesses should expect third party litigation funding to rise on both sides of the Atlantic, bringing increased risk as it can


14. The 2012 edition of one of the most widely used civil procedure books now includes a section on third-party funding. See STEPHEN N. SUBRIN ET AL., CIVIL PROCEDURE: DOCTRINE, PRACTICE, AND CONTEXT 179–83 (4th ed. 2012). Arguably, inclusion in the mandatory first-year curriculum is as mainstream as it gets.


help to make litigation more achievable for stakeholders with worthwhile claims.

- Current economic conditions may actually accelerate the growth of third party litigation, with investors keen to find new opportunities for investing capital not correlated with volatile financial market performance.

- . . . Small and medium-sized businesses, which often find legal costs too high to justify litigation, may benefit most.18

Indeed, a broad range of plaintiffs19 bringing a wide variety of claims20 stand to benefit from the development of markets in legal claims. This Article focuses on one type of plaintiff and claim: sophisticated plaintiffs such as companies or wealthy individuals bringing large commercial claims. We further break this category of plaintiffs down into two subtypes that we call “access-to-justice” plaintiffs—plaintiffs who could not access the courts but for third-party funding—and “corporate finance” plaintiffs—plaintiffs who seek financing in order to optimize their accounting, free up capital, or for other business reasons. One funder recently characterized both subgroups of plaintiffs and their motives for seeking funding:

They fall into two buckets. One contains large or financially liquid companies that want litigation financing as a financing

18. LLOYD’S, supra note 13, at 10 (explaining the lack of correlation of this asset class and the wider market: “the investment opportunities [litigation funding] provides are potentially independent of economic conditions, since the prospects of winning a case depend on its merits, not the economy”). For more details on the forces driving litigation finance globally, see, for example, Maya Steinitz, Whose Claim Is This Anyway?: Third-Party Litigation Funding, 95 MINN. L. REV. 1268, 1278–86 (2011).


technique. Their motivation may be budgetary, it may be accounting management, it may be liquidity, but they could easily pay cash for their legal services if they wanted to.

The other bucket contains businesses that—either for size, liquidity, or some other financial constraint—need financing to be able to pursue a litigation claim with the counsel of their choice. One classic example is a smaller technology company that is about to be outgunned on the legal front by a larger technology company that’s using a strategy of grinding them down by overspending.21

The current economic environment provides a tailwind to the litigation funding industry in other ways. Cost-cutting corporations are looking much more closely at their legal departments—traditionally viewed as loss centers—and asking their general counsel to minimize their effect on the bottom line.22 Shifting the cost of litigation to third-party funders is one way of doing so. Correspondingly, “Big Law” and other sectors of the legal profession have been modifying their business models and seeking to accommodate so-called alternative billing methods, including third-party funding.23

Responding to this growing, dynamic, and important legal market, the last couple of years have seen a wave of academic writing in which scholars tackle multiple dimensions of both the ethics and economics of litigation funding.24 This recent literature builds on four categories of earlier scholarship. First is the scholarship on funding of consumer claims, a long-standing practice also called “law lending.”25 Second is early prospective-normative literature, arguing in favor of markets in legal claims.26 Third is

23. See id. at 798, 801–02 (discussing the rise of in-house counsel and litigation financing); see also Jonathan D. Glatcr, Billable Hours Giving Ground at Law Firms, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 29, 2009), http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/30/business/30hours.html (discussing pressures on the billable hour).

25. For example, see the writings of Susan Lorde Martin, supra note 19. See also Ari Dobner, Comment, Litigation for Sale, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 1529 (1996).
an analysis of the distinctive and long-standing markets in bankruptcy and patent claims in the United States.\textsuperscript{27} Fourth is foreign and comparative scholarship discussing litigation funding as it operates in other jurisdictions and in international arbitration. This work builds on approximately two decades of experience with such funding in those jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{28}

However, despite the importance of the industry and the robust academic debate, there is a complete absence of information about or discussion of litigation finance contracting, even though all the benefits and risks embodied in litigation funding stem from the relationships those contracts shape and formalize. Part I explains the dearth of such discussion and elaborates on the great need for it.

The Article proceeds as follows. Part I sets out the efficiency and justice arguments for a model contract against the backdrop of the secrecy that is currently shrouding the industry. It then makes the case for using venture capitalism as an analog and starting point for modeling efficient and just contracting practices. Parts II and III then adapt venture capital ("VC") solutions to analogous problems facing parties to litigation finance contracts. More specifically, Part II describes the ethical and economic challenges faced by the parties entering into litigation finance contracts and narratively explains the contractual solutions we have devised to eliminate or minimize such pitfalls. We also distinguish the needs of corporate finance plaintiffs and access-to-justice plaintiffs as relevant. Part III then provides model contracts for both plaintiff sub-types with provision-specific commentary.\textsuperscript{29} For brevity’s sake, the access-to-justice contract is used as a base, and the handful of alterations necessary for corporate finance plaintiffs are highlighted throughout. Unsurprisingly, the access-to-justice version contains protective provisions designed to compensate for unequal bargaining power. These provisions are absent from the corporate finance version. However, the core deal is the same.

Part IV concludes with some thoughts on additional issues implicated by litigation funding contracting practices that are beyond the scope of this Article—such as regulatory and tax implications of funding arrangements.


\textsuperscript{28} See, e.g., HODGES ET AL., supra note 13. One must be cautious when analogizing to other jurisdictions. In both Australia and the U.K.—the jurisdictions that pioneered litigation funding some twenty years ago—third-party funding was legalized to substitute for contingency fee litigation, which is very limited in both jurisdictions. Further, both jurisdictions follow the "British rule which requires the losing party to pay the winner’s attorneys' fees." Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1278 n.23. This rule radically changes litigation incentives and consequently limits access to justice. Id.

\textsuperscript{29} For brevity, we omit boilerplate provisions and those that relate to financing generally as opposed to litigation financing in particular.
and possible structures other than those modeled on venture capital. As such, the Conclusion maps out a research agenda for the new field of litigation finance contracting.

A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE

Given the tremendous ambition of this project and its multi-disciplinary nature—the contract requires in-depth analysis of the litigation process (civil procedure), finance, contract theory, corporate governance, legal ethics, economic analysis, and transactional skills, to name a few—we created a web-based platform for developing the contract and fostering the related policy debate. In it we presented, on a rolling basis, our suggested provisions with commentary and invited scholars, funders, funding critics, and attorneys to comment on and influence the shape of the final model contract. This Article reflects such contributions.

I. THE NEED FOR A MODEL CONTRACT AND THE CASE FOR DRAWING ON VENTURE CAPITAL CONTRACTING PRACTICES

A. THE NEED FOR A MODEL CONTRACT

Litigation finance is an opaque industry. Outside the consumer, personal injury context that we do not consider, litigation financing contracts are confidential, and only in litigation have a few come to light. Litigation that reveals a contract or, more often, a contentious portion within a contract is itself rare, as the contracts generally require arbitration to resolve disputes. The contract terms that have emerged can be controversial, particularly those that appear to give control of the claim to the funder, or those that give returns that strike some as unconscionable.


32. See, e.g., S & T Oil Equip. & Mach., Ltd. v. Juridica Invs. Ltd., 456 F. App’x 481, 482 (5th Cir. 2012); Funding Agreement Between Treca Financial Solutions and Claimants, supra note 31, § 23.2–4.

Further, the contract secrecy has prevented reputation markets from emerging and has reduced claimants’ bargaining power. Last but not least, the lack of publicly available sample contracts both raises the transaction costs of entering into funding arrangements—as each plaintiff negotiates from scratch and in the dark—and, consequently, creates a barrier for claimants to actually access litigation funding. It also raises the cost for new market entrants who may compete with existing litigation funding firms and who may, through their competition, lower the costs of financing for the plaintiff.

By drafting this model contract, we hope to bring transparency to litigation finance contracting, promote more efficient and fair contracting practices, and reduce the transaction costs of entering into such arrangements. Further, reducing economic theory to contractual language makes issues more concrete. It is one thing to note that the attorney–client privilege complicates assessing an investment opportunity or monitoring a lawsuit that one is invested in. It is another to draft language maximizing information sharing while minimizing the risk of privilege waiver and preserving the litigation counsel’s ethical obligations.

We acknowledge that drafting litigation funding contracts for large commercial disputes is and will remain a bespoke service. Still, a model contract will help lawyers and their clients spot the issues they must address and provide concepts—such as accelerating investments between milestones, imposing fiduciary duties on funders, or requiring certain representations that the funding agreement was unconscionable); Kraft v. Mason, 668 So. 2d 679, 683–84 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1996) (noting that the plaintiff brought suit against her brother to enforce repayment of a litigation finance advance she had made to fund his prosecution of an antitrust lawsuit and the court rejected the brother’s usury defense); Odell v. Legal Bucks, LLC, 665 S.E.2d 767, 772–76 (N.C. Ct. App. 2008) (rejecting arguments that funding agreement constituted an illegal gaming contract or, in the alternative, constituted champerty and maintenance); Rancman v. Interim Settlement Funding Corp., 789 N.E.2d 217, 217–21 (Ohio 2003) (stating that the plaintiff challenged the contract’s enforceability as usurious/unconscionable and the court struck down the contract as champertous); Anglo–Dutch Petroleum Int’l, Inc., 193 S.W.3d at 90 (rejecting arguments that funding agreements were usurious loans, unregistered securities, and against public policy). Examples relating to the funder’s level of control include the landmark Australian case, Campbells Cash & Carry Pty. Ltd. v. Fostif Pty. Ltd. (2006) 229 CLR 386 (Austl.), in which the Australian High Court permitted the funder broad control, and the English Court of Appeal’s equally groundbreaking decision, Arkin v. Borchard Lines Ltd., [2005] EWCA (Civ) 655, [2005] 4 Costs L.R. 643 (Eng.), in which it established that third-party funding is acceptable, even desirable, to increase access to justice, but fell short of sanctioning the transfer of control to funders. See Abu-Ghazaleh v. Chaoul, 36 So.3d 691, 693–94 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2009) (finding the level of control given the funder sufficient to treat it as a real party in interest).

from the counterparty—that can be tailored for each deal. Similarly, a model contract provides a framework for the kind of legal and economic analysis that should go into modifying the model contract for individual use, drafting a contract from scratch, or negotiating off of a draft contract developed by a funder. Thus, our goal is to create a commercially reasonable document that serves as a starting point for relatively sophisticated parties, represented by their own counsel, to negotiate an individualized contract.

As an additional benefit, drafting contract language makes latent commercial issues more visible and facilitates comparison of deal structures. For example, what are the tax implications of the venture-capital-type deal we model? What happens to investors if the plaintiff goes bankrupt and the proceeds of the funded litigation become part of the estate? Would an alternative deal structure, such as effectively incorporating the claim, have more advantages than the VC model? Is the incorporation approach possible or barred by champerty concerns? How does either VC or incorporation stack up against the more traditional nonrecourse loan structure on all the issues? We revisit such issues in the Conclusion as suggestions for further research.

B. THE VENTURE CAPITAL ANALOGY

Prior scholarship has generally focused on the analogies between litigation finance, on the one hand, and contingency fees and insurance on the other. While such analogies have merit, they also have their limitations, as illustrated below, and can, at times, mislead. The Model Contract builds instead on an economic–theoretical foundation that was developed by one of the authors in a previous article that analyzed the parallels between litigation finance and venture capital financing.

1. Contingency Fees and Insurance: Limited Analogies

Discussions of contingency fees and insurance provide powerful, yet incomplete analogies to litigation finance. Contingency fee attorneys are first and foremost precisely that: attorneys. Although contingency fee attorneys can have significant conflicts of interest with their clients (or with a class), they have myriad ethical and legal constraints on their actions that

35. See Maya Steinitz, Incorporating Legal Claims (forthcoming).
work to resolve these conflicts in their clients’ favor. For example, attorneys owe their clients duties of loyalty and zeal and must avoid conflicts or get informed client consent to them. Litigation funders are not similarly constrained.

A funder’s objective is to maximize profits for the benefit of its investors. The funder also has a relationship with the plaintiff. These competing loyalties have a concrete consequence: in some scenarios, a funder may have objectives extrinsic to the claim, leading it to push for outcomes for its own benefit that disadvantage the plaintiff. We discuss funder–plaintiff conflicts further in Part II. The point here is simply that to analogize too closely to contingency fee arrangements is to oversimplify the complexities of the relationships involved. Nonetheless, on issues such as unconscionability of fees/investment returns and control of the claim, cases and scholarship relating to contingency attorneys can be instructive.

Insurers who fund and, at times conduct, the defense of their insured are also a limited analog, even though that relationship is commercial rather than attorney–client. First, the insurer finances a defense and counterclaim; most litigation finance is on the plaintiff side. Second, the insurer can subrogate the insured, making their interests united in a way not matched in litigation finance. Third, insurers and the insurance they provide do not, generally speaking, have access-to-justice implications. Finally, in contrast with litigation finance, insurance is a heavily regulated industry. For example, insurers have capitalization requirements that ensure they can fulfill their obligations under a policy.

Nonetheless, the insurer–insured relationship can provide some insight into litigation finance. Litigation finance functions partially as after-the-event insurance in that it shifts risk to the financier (as insurance shifts risk to the insurer). Similarities can be found particularly with regard to the attorney–client privilege, control/influence over attorney selection and settlement decisions, and moral hazard and the need to require the plaintiff’s cooperation.

---

38. See supra notes 19–21 and accompanying text (examining plaintiffs’ claims and motives for acquiring financing services). Insurance is by definition on the defense side, with narrow exceptions such as after-the-event insurance.
41. Id. at 104.
42. See Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1295–96.
2. The Analogy Between Litigation Finance and Venture Capital

Venture capital provides a more powerful analogy. First and foremost, venture capitalists and litigation funders have a similar risk profile: they invest in high-risk assets with the hope that, even if many of their investments fail, a handful will be wildly successful. Critically, in both cases, success hinges, to a great degree, on the efforts of others—entrepreneurs and claimants, respectively. Information asymmetry abounds and may actually increase during the life of the investment as more information about the asset is revealed.

The similarities reach past risk. Venture capitalists and litigation funders have similar (mid-length) investment timelines; they represent pools of investors’ capital; and their profitability is measured across a portfolio of investments, not a single investment. These factors, as well as others, can misalign the incentives of funder and funded in both venture capital and litigation financing, creating agency problems.

Simultaneously, though, most venture capitalists and litigation funders have specialized expertise, reputations, connections, and other valuable input that they can offer as non-cash contributions to the success of the investment. In fact, in both types of funding, these non-cash contributions can be paramount. In the litigation context, these contributions are likely of most value to access-to-justice plaintiffs, but they can benefit even the repeat-player, deep-pocketed corporate finance type.

The next Part presents the specific challenges that create the extreme uncertainty, information asymmetry, and agency problems in litigation finance and presents, in narrative form, the contract solutions we have devised in order to solve, or at least minimize, these problems.

II. CONSTRAINTS, CHALLENGES, AND CONTRACT SOLUTIONS

In order to develop a robust model contract, we begin with a hypothetical fact pattern and certain assumptions we have made. The assumptions allow us to highlight the various litigation-finance-specific challenges a contract must address. We adopt solutions from VC, applying those in a straightforward manner where appropriate and modifying where necessary. Nuanced modifications are necessary, especially to staged funding, which is at the heart of The Model Contract, to reflect the...
economic, regulatory, and normative differences between litigation and startup companies as asset classes. Finally, we describe conceptually our proposed contract solutions, distinguishing between access-to-justice and corporate finance solutions as needed. The actual provisions are in Part III.

A. FACT PATTERN AND ASSUMPTIONS

As noted in the Introduction, a broad range of funding scenarios, with different types of funders, claimants, claims, and jurisdictions, are emerging in the global marketplace. Given that diversity, drafting a universal model contract is impossible. We must make certain assumptions about the nature of the claim, the characteristics of the funder and the claimant, and the governing law of the contract. That said, our goal is to suggest contractual arrangements that are as broadly applicable as possible. Our assumptions are set out in the following paragraphs.

The Funder. We assume the funder is a specialized litigation finance company. As such, our funder is a “repeat player,” which will often have greater bargaining power and sophistication, as it relates to litigation and its funding, than access-to-justice claimants, though the difference likely does not exist with corporate finance plaintiffs. Regardless of plaintiff type, the funder may have a strategic interest in the outcome of a case beyond winning the case at hand. Its judgment is further influenced by portfolio management concerns. In addition, our funder is susceptible to the pressures of a reputational market, should one develop. Finally, our funder is typically founded and managed by attorneys and wishes to be actively involved in litigation strategy and conduct, monitoring and making other non-cash contributions.

The Claimant and Claim. We assume the claimant is a corporation or an otherwise sophisticated business party or a wealthy, sophisticated individual seeking to bring a commercial claim. We are not considering tort cases, divorce cases, and other consumer litigation finance. While some of the contract issues are similar, other important aspects, such as public policy, are not.

48. See Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1302–03 (providing a typology of funding scenarios).
49. See id. at 1271 (arguing that litigation funding may change the balance of power between weak and strong litigants).
50. Id. at 1300–01, 1312, 1315–16 (citing Marc Galanter, Why the “Haves” Come Out Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal Change, 9 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 95, 97–103 (1974)).
51. See id. at 1312.
52. See Steinitz, supra note 5, at 502 (citing Gilson, supra note 34, at 1090).
53. We are not considering passive funding arrangements such as in Anglo–Dutch Petroleum International, Inc. v. Haskell, 195 S.W.3d 87, 104 (Tex. App. 2006) (“The agreements do not contain provisions permitting [the funder] to select counsel, direct trial strategy, or participate in settlement discussions, nor do they permit [the funder] to look to Anglo–Dutch’s trial counsel directly for payment.”).
Another advantage of assuming a commercial claim relates to remedies. Money generally resolves commercial claims, but tort compensation can involve elements that, while costly, are not monetary in nature. Examples include medical treatment and monitoring, and environmental cleanup. Divorce cases may involve injunctions to resolve such issues as child custody or domestic violence. Litigation funding’s potential to commodify claims by monetizing such remedies or eschewing them for straight damages is less problematic in the commercial context.

Just as we hew to commercial claims over personal claims, we focus on plaintiffs over defendants. That choice reflects the nonexistence, at the moment, of a market in defenses. Last, defense funding is so similar to insurance that the scholarly gap is much narrower.

Choice of Law. The doctrines of champerty, usury, and unconscionability affect the enforceability of litigation finance contracts. The scope of the attorney–client privilege and work-product doctrine impacts contractual remedies to information asymmetry. In the United States, these doctrines are all creatures of state law and vary widely. Needing, therefore, to relate the contractual provisions to state law, we picked the law of the State of New York. We chose New York because its champerty doctrine is generally accommodating of litigation finance, it is a premier commercial center, and its courts are well-regarded.

One should note that while litigation finance contracts often invoke foreign law and current contracting practice often involves selection of international arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism, these selections are not always the optimal arrangements for a given contract. Most notably, such choices may structurally disadvantage the plaintiff relative to the funder, or vice-versa.

B. OVERCOMING CHAMPERTY: THE NEW YORK EXAMPLE

1. The Challenges

Litigation finance is prohibited by the champerty doctrine and thus is illegal in those jurisdictions that still enforce it. Broadly speaking, champerty is financing someone else’s litigation for profit. The prohibition against champerty arose in medieval England as a way to protect small property owners from the predations of feudal lords, based on the idiosyncratic

54. See, e.g., Dobner, supra note 25, at 1543–46 (providing an overview of champerty’s development); Martin, Another Subprime Industry, supra note 19, at 86–87 (discussing usury); see also cases cited supra note 33.

55. See infra Part II.B.

56. See, e.g., Steinitz, supra note 5, at 478 (describing the choice of law arrangement in the Chevron–Ecuador investment: the provisions of the agreement were governed by English law, except for Burford’s security interest, which was perfected under New York law).

57. Id.

58. See BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 262 (9th ed. 2009).
political economy of the time. 59 America inherited champerty when the colonies imported English common law, with each state developing the doctrine differently. In recent years, some states have discarded the doctrine while others have reaffirmed it. 60 New York does not have a common law prohibition on champerty, but it does have a statutory bar against transferring claims in order to profit by instigating litigation that otherwise would not have been filed. 61 This obviously prohibits a stock-exchange-type market in claims that the original potential plaintiffs are not interested in pursuing, and some business models have been found champertous under the statute. 62

Nonetheless, New York’s courts have interpreted the statute as imposing a very narrow prohibition. The key element is the instigation of the litigation; the profit element has been interpreted in the jurisprudence as incidental. 63 In fact, in New York the prohibition is so narrow that even the purchase of a claim that the funder had no relationship to, before any litigation has been filed, and then filing suit to profit from it, is not necessarily champertous. For example, New York courts have held that purchasing a defaulted bond and trying to collect on it via litigation is not champertous, regardless of the profits derivable from the suit, because it is merely enforcing a right via litigation when other methods of vindicating the right—e.g., demanding payment—have failed. 64

59. See Anthony J. Schok, The Inauthentic Claim, 64 Vand. L. Rev. 61, 125–26 & nn.262 & 264 (2011); Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1287.

60. See Schok, supra note 59, at 98–120 (surveying and analyzing the law of maintenance, champerty, and assignment in all fifty-one jurisdictions, and concluding that the answer to the question of how states determine whether and to what degree non-lawyer third parties may support meritorious litigation is complex and that confusion reigns over the doctrine and its application).

61. N.Y. JUDICIARY LAW § 489 (McKinney 2005).

62. In a recent case, the court found a partnership between a law firm and a company champertous because the firm was “buying” distressed debt, suing on the debt, and remitting the proceeds less a fee to the original debt holders. In essence, the firm was buying the right to sue on the debt, not the underlying debt. See Justinian Capital SPC ex rel. Blue Heron Segregated Portfolio v. WestLB AG, 952 N.Y.S.2d 725, 733–34 (Sup. Ct. 2012).

63. See SB Schwartz & Co. v. Levine, 918 N.Y.S.2d 171, 172–73 (App. Div. 2011) (summarizing the champerty doctrine). Similarly, the Southern District of New York found champertous an agreement that transferred a legal claim in order for the assignee to sue on it. Am. Optical Co. v. Curtiss, 56 F.R.D. 26, 31–32 (S.D.N.Y. 1971). The fact that the assignee would be competitively helped by the suit’s success and thus indirectly profit was not central. See id. at 29–30. The focus was the fact that the very purpose of the assignment was to have the assignee sue on the claim, and that neither the suit nor the assignment would have happened otherwise. Id. at 30.

64. Elliott Assocs. v. Banco de la Nacion, 194 F.3d 363, 372 (4th Cir. 1999). In such a case, the right to file suit is incident to the bond purchased; the transaction is not the sale of a “naked” claim. Anthony Sebok, Incorporating the Claim, MODEL LITIG. FIN. CONT. (Feb. 4, 2013), http://litigationfinancecontract.com/incorporating-the-claim/.
Similarly, New York courts permit business models based on funding plaintiffs in exchange for a part of their eventual litigation recoveries, provided their suits were already in existence and control of the suit remained with the plaintiffs.65 New York courts reach this result because they frequently distinguish between a claim and its proceeds66 and because New York doctrine focuses on transfers for the sole purpose of initiating litigation where no prior right to the underlying claim exists or the transfer is not part of a larger complex transaction.67 The assignment of proceeds, rather than the underlying claim, is closely analogous to a typical litigation finance scenario, and allowing it underscores New York’s litigation-finance-friendly doctrine. Nonetheless, perhaps it is possible to have a champertous assignment of proceeds even if the underlying claim has not been transferred.68

65. Echeverria v. Estate of Lindner, No. 018666/2002, 2005 WL 1083794, at *4–8 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Mar. 2, 2005). The timing of the lawsuit is significant in champerty analysis in New York because the prohibition is against initiating litigation. However, “litigation” means more than the suit; assignments of claims or counterclaims for filing in an existing suit are champertous. See id. In addition, a judge held (and remanded) it would be champerty if after receiving financing the plaintiff filed new claims and counterclaims, provided the financiers were strangers to the underlying claim. Richbell Info. Servs., Inc. v. Jupiter Partners L.P., 723 N.Y.S.2d 134 (App. Div. 2001); see also Ehrlich v. Rebco Ins. Exch., Ltd., 649 N.Y.S.2d 672 (App. Div. 1996). This result is potentially problematic for litigation financiers regardless of deal structure.


67. Commentators disagree on whether a funder must have a pre-existing interest in the transferred claim to avoid champerty, when the transfer was for the purpose of initiating litigation and the expectation was of proceeds greater than could otherwise be had. From both perspectives, commentators are responding to the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in the recent, seminal case, Trust for the Certificate Holders of the Merrill Lynch Mortgage Investors, Inc. Mortgage Pass-Through Certificates, Series 1999-C1 v. Love Funding Corp., 556 F.3d 100 (2d Cir. 2009). See, e.g., Lawrence V. Gelber & David J. Karp, Champerty Clarified, L.J. NEWSL., May 2010, available at http://www.srz.com/files/News/a05db2b9-c137-4245-87ea-14bd89d30b5f/Presentation/NewsAttachment/0892cf6f-99a8-4524-813f-16a729f6b36a/Gelber_Karp_The_Bankruptcy_Strategist_May_2010_Champerty_Clarified.pdf (noting that the issue is not whether the claim purchaser had a pre-existing interest but whether the purchase was to enforce a right or to profit from litigating the claim).

68. New York’s anti-champerty statute prohibits transferring a claim directly or indirectly, thus if no claim transfer is occurring it is hard to see how champerty can be involved. Nonetheless, it is also hard to see why the assignment of proceeds is not the indirect transfer of a claim. Indeed, champerty is commonly understood as financing a claim in exchange for a profitable share of the proceeds. Regardless, New York cases distinguish between claim transfer and proceed transfer in personal injury cases. It is not clear if the distinction in the commercial context has the same bounds. In Fahrenholz, a commercial case, the judge did treat transferring proceeds as different than transferring a claim. Fahrenholz, 788 N.Y.S.2d 546. However, the existence of profit may have been a concern there in a way it has not in personal injury cases. In Fahrenholz, an insurer loaned $45,000 to the plaintiff in exchange for $45,000 of the policy proceeds the plaintiff sought via the lawsuit. Id. at 547. As a result, no profit was involved. While the judge did not cite that factor in distinguishing between the transfer of proceeds and the transfer of a claim in that case, the judge did note that the proceeds assigned were equal to the
Reflecting this generally permissive state of New York law, the New York City Bar Association’s 2011 formal opinion on the ethics of third-party litigation finance acknowledged that the Bar was “aware of no decision finding non-recourse funding arrangements champertous under New York law.”

2. The Model Contract Solutions

To avoid champerty issues, The Model Contract does not involve claim transfer. The funder gains influence over the litigation, but not control. In addition, the financing method focuses on the litigation proceeds, rather than the claim per se. Specifically, The Model Contract has claimants sell what we call “Litigation Proceed Rights” to funders. A Litigation Proceed Right entitles its holder to one percent of the claim’s proceeds. Litigation Proceed Rights are a direct analogy to the shares in a startup purchased by venture capitalists and allow the relatively direct importation of several standard clauses of stock sale and purchase agreements. Litigation Proceed Rights are privately offered securities that cannot be transferred without the plaintiff’s consent, and then only if the transferee becomes a full party to the funding contract. Coupled with the private nature of the financing and the sophistication of our assumed funder(s), this approach should create a minimum of securities law issues.

Unlike typical venture capital securities that convert into common stock and often involve myriad control and other non-cash rights, litigation proceed rights are only redeemable for cash, if and when the proceeds are

Id. Perhaps that fact was relevant to the judge’s finding that the transaction was non-champertous.


70. For a comprehensive discussion of the use of securities to facilitate litigation funding, see Steinitz, supra note 35.

71. These features minimize the securities regulation implications. Because we assume funders are specialized litigation finance firms, the “Accredited Investor” requirement is also met.


73. VC securities convert into equity in the startup, and they can involve a large number of rights beyond cash flow. Steven N. Kaplan & Per Strömberg, Financial Contracting Theory Meets the Real World: An Empirical Analysis of Venture Capital Contracts, 70 REV. ECON. STUD. 281, 308–12 (2003).
received. No control rights are included with litigation proceed rights. The profit comes from the difference between the risk-discounted purchase price of litigation proceed rights and their redemption value. These features make the rights more akin to speculative bonds than the equity that venture financiers acquire, and they again support a non-champertous result.74

The Recitals of The Model Contract state that the funder wishes to invest with Plaintiff “to facilitate the prosecution of its claim and to profit if the claim is successful.”75 This declaration should not make otherwise non-champertous provisions problematic.

While The Model Contract minimizes champerty risk under New York law, this area of law remains unsettled and parties are advised to proceed with caution. And, regardless of deal structure, champerty risk would be further reduced if the financing occurs after the suit has been filed and no new claims are asserted after the financing closes. In that scenario, it is hard to see how the financing produced litigation that would not otherwise exist.

C. OVERCOMING INFORMATION BARRIERS AND ASYMMETRY

1. The Challenges

Litigation financiers face a systemic information asymmetry problem like that faced by venture capitalists. They both invest their money in developing an asset they are unfavorably positioned to understand relative to the asset’s original owners. In the litigation context, the original owners are the plaintiff and its attorney.76 The plaintiff is most familiar with the facts and documents of the case. Moreover, the plaintiff knows its predisposition to cooperate, and its effort and active participation is necessary to win, including its truthfulness, cooperation, and good judgment.77 Litigation financiers cannot easily access this information and, thus, it is difficult for them to vet litigations for possible investment ex ante78 and to monitor ex post. These asymmetries may result in leaving worthy plaintiffs without funding or in depriving funded litigations from valuable non-cash contributions by the funder, such as monitoring and strategy development.

74. Speculative bonds (junk bonds) are rated BB or lower to reflect their high default risk. While the analogy to litigation proceed rights is not strict—because the bonds pay until they don’t, rather than not paying until they do—pricing is similar because the risk-reward analysis is similar (high yield, high risk of worthlessness) and because future cash, rather than control rights, is the asset purchased.
75. See infra Part III (The Model Contract).
76. See Steinitz, supra note 5, at 488.
77. Id.; cf. Gilson, supra note 34, at 1076–77 (explaining that venture capitalists face a similar information asymmetry between themselves and the companies in which they invest).
78. See supra note 5 and accompanying text.
a. The Attorney–Client Privilege: The New York Example

The attorney–client privilege worsens the information asymmetry by creating an incentive not to disclose information to funders. The attorney–client privilege is, generally, extended to communication between a client and an attorney for the purpose of seeking legal advice, and it can be waived if the communication is disclosed to a third party. Waiver does not occur if the client and the third party are united by a “common legal interest.” A common commercial interest is universally deemed insufficient, but courts differ, even within New York, on whether the common legal interest must be similar or identical. Waiver of the privilege can damage plaintiff’s chances of winning the claim, an undesirable outcome from both the plaintiff’s and funder’s perspectives.

In a litigation-financing life cycle, the existence of a common legal interest must be analyzed in three different contexts: communication between plaintiff and potential funders; communication between plaintiff and a retained funder; and communication between a funder and investors, whether shareholders in the funder, investors in a litigation-backed security, or investors purchasing part of the funder’s investment in the particular claim. We refer to that last category of investors as “secondary funders,” and see them as akin to reinsurers.

New York judges are unlikely to find a common legal interest between potential funders and plaintiffs or between investors in litigation-backed securities and plaintiffs. Disclosure of privileged information to such
parties almost certainly waives the privilege. Similarly, based on cases in the reinsurance context, disclosure to secondary funders risks waiver, but the analysis will be fact-specific and dependent on how involved in the case the secondary funder is. Any disclosure to investors in a publicly traded litigation finance company of course waives the privilege.

The central question is whether retained funders and plaintiffs share a privilege-protecting common legal interest. While there are no New York cases on point, cases in other jurisdictions have come out both ways. Federal courts have filled this vacuum, but incoherently. One line of cases suggests plaintiffs and their funders would benefit from a common legal interest; another line of cases does not. The New York Legislature has also

disclosure is very limited, such as a general summary of legal opinions, the privilege is not waived. See Furminator, Inc. v. Kim Laube & Co., No. 4:08CV00967 ERW, 2009 WL 5176592, at *1–2 (E.D. Mo. Dec. 21, 2009). As a general matter, the common-interest doctrine is to be narrowly construed. See Gulf Islands Leasing, Inc. v. Bombardier Capital, Inc., 215 F.R.D. 466, 471 (S.D.N.Y. 2003). Further, under New York law, the doctrine can only apply with respect to "legal advice in pending or reasonably anticipated litigation in which the joint consulting parties have a common legal interest." Aetna, 676 N.Y.S.2d at 732.


85. Disclosure to shareholders of a closely held, private corporation likely would constitute waiver as well. However, unlike with public companies, attorney work product could be shared with such shareholders pursuant to a confidentiality agreement.

86. The New York Court of Appeals has not decided a case applying the common-interest doctrine in a civil context, much less a litigation finance one. Indeed, it has only decided one in the criminal context, over twenty years ago. See People v. Osorio, 549 N.E.2d 1183 (N.Y. 1989).

87. See Berger v. Seyfarth Shaw LLP, No. C 07-05279 JSW (MEJ), 2008 WL 4681834 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 22, 2008) (finding that the funder and the plaintiff had a common commercial—not legal—interest and that the exception to waiver did not apply). But see Devon IT, Inc., 2012 WL 4748160 (finding that the communications with the potential funder, who became the funder, waived neither work-product protection, nor, because of a common interest, attorney–client protection).


89. See GUS Consulting GmbH v. Chadbourne & Parke LLP, 858 N.Y.S.2d 591, 593 (Sup. Ct. 2008) (summarizing both lines of cases where one line holds the common legal interest must be identical, while the other holds the interest can be substantially similar). The “identical interest cases” also often note that having an interest in the same outcome in the case is insufficient to create a common legal interest. See Gulf Islands Leasing, Inc., 215 F.R.D. at 472–73. Furthermore, a concern shared by parties regarding litigation does not establish by itself that the parties hold a common legal interest. See, e.g., SR Int’l Bus. Ins. Co. v. World Trade Ctr.
failed to address the issue despite two different lobbying efforts by the New York City Bar Association, and thus it has left the doctrinal development to the common law.\textsuperscript{90}

Without embracing the generous extension of the common-interest doctrine reflected in some cases, we believe funders and plaintiffs should be able to communicate without waiving privilege. We view litigation funders as real parties in interest, and they should therefore be seen as akin to co-clients of the plaintiff’s litigation counsel, entitled to the protection of the privilege in their own right,\textsuperscript{91} whether or not both the plaintiff and the funder have entered attorney–client relationships with the counsel. Conceptual support for such analysis can be found in the insurance context, where the insurer—which funds a litigation, but also subrogates the funded party, and has a duty to defend—is usually deemed a co-client and afforded the privilege.\textsuperscript{92} Moreover, a Florida court held that a litigation funder that

\textsuperscript{90} In 1998, the Council on Judicial Administration of the New York City Bar Association advocated for the New York Legislature to adopt changes to the Civil Practice Law and Rules to enshrine the common-interest doctrine for both attorney–client privilege and work-product doctrine, noting that a limited common-interest doctrine had been recognized for attorney–client privilege and anticipating it would apply to work product. See COUNCIL ON JUDICIAL ADMIN., ASS’N OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF N.Y., RECOMMENDATION THAT STATE CIVIL COURTS ADOPT THE COMMON INTEREST PRIVILEGE (1998), available at http://www2.nycbar.org/Publications/reports/show_html_new.php?rid=8.


had significant control over the litigation was a real party in interest. Nonetheless, it is not obvious that, without subrogation, a funder and a plaintiff can be conceptualized as the attorney’s co-clients, particularly since review of existing litigation funding contracts reveals that, at times, parties actually disclaim co-client status. The analogy is also weakened by conflicts of interest between the funder and plaintiff that could make it ethically impossible for an attorney to represent both.

In sum, under New York law, sharing attorney–client privileged material with potential funders would almost certainly waive attorney–client privilege; sharing it with a funder may waive the privilege and must be done with caution; and sharing it with most secondary investors almost certainly waives the privilege.

b. The New York Work-Product Doctrine

While information protected only by the attorney–client privilege cannot be shared without risking waiver, the resulting information asymmetry problem can be substantially addressed by sharing attorney work product. In a narrow sense, “attorney work product” has different definitions under the federal doctrine and New York doctrine (which one applies depends on the case). Federally, “work product” includes the materials prepared for litigation that we are referring to; New York’s definition of “work product” more closely mirrors the normal attorney–client privilege. However, when considering a second category of material protected in New York—trial preparation materials—the scope of what is protected is essentially the same as under the federal definition. Combining both “attorney work product” and “trial preparation materials,” New York protects an attorney’s “mental impressions, conclusions, opinions or legal theories” or other “work product” as well as materials “prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial by or for another party, or by or for that other party’s representative.”

Fortunately for litigation finance, both federal and New York case law reflect a permissive approach to sharing work product with third parties without waiving the protection. The New York Court of Appeals explains its approach in terms of intent: “The qualified privilege governing trial

93. Analyzing whether a litigation funder counted as a real party in interest under a fee-shifting statute, a Florida district court of appeal concluded the funder was indeed the real party in interest because the funder had the right “to approve the filing of the lawsuit; controlled the selection of the plaintiffs’ attorneys; recruited fact and expert witnesses; reviewed and approved counsel’s bills; and had the ability to veto any settlement agreements.” Abu-Ghazaleh v. Chaul, 36 So.3d 691, 693 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2009).

94. N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 101(c) & (d)(2) (McKinney 2005).

95. FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(3)(A). The New York definition of what is protected under “work product” is really analogous to what is protected federally under the attorney–client privilege; it is the “trial preparation materials” that are the analog to the federal work-product protection. Id. R. 26(b)(3).
preparation materials is waived upon disclosure to a third party where there is a likelihood that the material will be revealed to an adversary, under conditions that are inconsistent with a desire to maintain confidentiality."

Under that standard, work product can be shared freely with all three categories of litigation financiers—potential funders, actual funders, and secondary funders—provided that the work product is shared pursuant to a confidentiality agreement and the information recipients are not associated with the opposing side.

2. The Model Contract Solutions

The Model Contract deploys multiple devices to reduce information asymmetry without waiving the privilege (absent informed consent). The most basic is structuring the financing as a sale of securities, which places the plaintiff under the burden of the anti-fraud provisions of the securities acts and, therefore, has the helpful effect of incentivizing the plaintiff toward disclosure. In addition, specific provisions impose disclosure duties and facilitate information sharing. These provisions are included in both versions of The Model Contract.

First, various definitions, representations, warranties, and other provisions of The Model Contract are designed to ensure that the plaintiff shares all material non-privileged information and work-product-protected information before and throughout the funding. Attorney–client protected information is not shared prior to funding, and sharing during the funded litigation requires informed client consent that waiver may occur through such disclosure.

Second, the plaintiff and funder agree that the common legal interest exists and that information will be shared to further that common interest. While not dispositive (parties cannot create a privilege by agreement that does not otherwise exist) courts consider such agreement necessary when analyzing whether a common interest exists, though it need not have been written. Additionally, The Model Contract defines a category of


98. The securities laws would not apply if the plaintiff is structured in certain ways. Michael Kaufman, Structuring the Issuer, MODEL LITIG. FIN. CONT. (May 28, 2013), http://www.litigationfinancecontract.com/structuring-the-issuer-2; Painter, Part I, supra note 72. However, the application of the securities laws, from our perspective, is a feature, not a bug.

99. See SEC v. Wyly, No. 10 Civ. 5760(BAS), 2011 WL 2732245, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. July 3, 2011) ("The party asserting the common interest rule bears the burden of showing that there was an agreement, though not necessarily in writing, embodying a cooperative and common enterprise towards an identical legal strategy.") (quoting Denney v. Jenkens & Gilchrist, 912 F. Supp. 2d 407, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2004))). However, only communications otherwise protected by
information as “common interest material,” underscoring the parties’ belief. The goal is to facilitate a ruling in favor of a common interest without unduly risking the privilege by blindly relying on one.

Third, the plaintiff represents that it has fully disclosed all material information and that all information is complete and correct, and it warrants that it will continue to thus keep the funder informed of material changes.

Fourth, the funder represents that it does not have any contractual obligations to monetize its interest within a time frame that will jeopardize the claim. This provides the plaintiff with some information on the organizational structure of the firm and the ensuing incentives.100

Finally, staged funding, discussed in detail below, reduces information asymmetries by tying the funder’s increase in risk—the release of additional capital—with the revelation of information. This aligns incentives because plaintiffs are not guaranteed funding. Bad faith, e.g., failure to disclose, will backfire. Staged funding thus reinforces the pro-disclosure incentives created by the securities laws.101

D. Minimizing Conflicts of Interest

1. The Challenges

Litigation financing creates conflicts between the funder and the plaintiff and can create or exacerbate existing conflicts between the plaintiff and its attorney. While some conflicts may persist throughout the litigation, two phases are particularly prone to conflict. The first is the negotiation of the funding agreement itself. The second is the decision of when (and by implication, for how much) to settle.102

the privilege are covered. Id. Moreover, as discussed supra Part II.C.1.a, whether the common interest exists will be assessed on the facts.

100. In addition to reducing information asymmetry, this representation also reduces conflicts. On the effects of the funder’s organizational structure on conflicts, see Steinitz, supra note 5, at 496–501.

101. While it may seem that the securities laws and litigation are incompatible because material information might need to be withheld to protect privilege, several litigation-backed securities have traded successfully without giving rise to fraud claims. See Steinitz, supra note 35. Under The Model Contract, issues are less likely to arise because the private placement approach enables work product to be shared, something that cannot be done with a publicly traded security.

102. For a more elaborate description of the conflicts of interest, see Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1291–92, 1323–25 and Steinitz, supra note 5, at 481–88. For specific state rules, see N.Y. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2(d), 1.6(a), 1.7(a), 1.8(e)–(f), 2.1 & 5.4(c) (2012). The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provide more general rules. See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.0(e) (2009) (defining informed consent); id. R. 1.6–1.11 (covering confidentiality, conflicts of interest, duties to former clients); id. R. 2.1 (defining counsel as “advisor”); id. R. 2.3 (covering counsel’s evaluation of a matter for use by a third party). These are the rules addressed in the New York City Bar’s formal 2011 opinion on the ethics of third-party litigation finance. See N.Y.C. Bar Opinion, supra note 12 (discussing third-party litigation
a. **Referrals and Repeat Play Between Funder and Attorney**

A funder may wish to offer an attorney a referral fee to steer clients its way. Or, as repeat players, the funder and attorney may have an ongoing relationship (e.g., referring different matters to each other at different times). Such relationships may distort an attorney’s incentives, leading her to refer a client to a suboptimal funder, e.g., one that is not the cheapest, most competent, most liquid, and so forth\(^\text{103}\) Any repeat play (or prospect of repeat play) between the funder and attorney may also create an incentive for the attorney to comply with a funder’s wishes regarding case management rather than the client’s. An attorney may also wish to own or invest in a litigation finance firm, which would similarly align its interest with the funder rather than her client.

New York rules strive to resolve these conflicts in favor of the client. A New York attorney has a duty to “exercise independent professional judgment and render candid advice.”\(^\text{104}\) A New York attorney is under a direct duty to maintain such independence despite being paid by a third party, and she is prohibited from representing a client if “there is a significant risk that the lawyer’s professional judgment on behalf of a client will be adversely affected by the lawyer’s own financial, business, property or other personal interests.”\(^\text{105}\)

Precisely how these rules apply in the context of litigation funding may depend on who is asked: the New York State Bar Association or the New York City Bar Association. In the mid-1990s, the New York State Bar stated that while lawyers can refer clients to litigation funders, they cannot receive referral fees or own part of the funding company.\(^\text{106}\) However, in 2011, the New York City Bar treated an attorney’s receipt of referral fees and ownership in a funding company as possibly open questions.\(^\text{107}\)
More generally, financial relationships, interests, and the potential conflicts involved mean the lawyer must fully inform the client and seek its consent, as well as recommend that the client seek independent counsel.\(^{108}\)

\[b. \text{ Billing Structures and Payment Schemes} \]

Funders often shape how litigation counsel gets paid, creating incentives that can distort the attorney’s judgment and advice.\(^{109}\) For example, attorneys are often given a financial incentive to settle early, perhaps earlier than the client might wish to settle and for a relatively low settlement value. In addition, attorneys are often required by funders to have “skin in the game,” working on at least a partial contingent fee basis.\(^{110}\) A well-known critique of contingency fees is that it incentivizes attorneys to settle early, but the concern can be more acute in funded litigation given the nuances the pay structure may reflect. The attorney’s percentage “take” may depend on whether the matter settled before trial, settled during a trial, or went all the way to a verdict. Alternatively, funders require attorneys to accept a reduced hourly rate, at times with a promise of “uplift” (bonus) for a successful outcome.\(^{111}\) Other billing arrangements are possible, each with its own set of conflicts.

When making a referral, the lawyer is barred from accepting a referral fee from the company if the fee would impair the lawyer’s exercise of professional judgment in determining whether a financing transaction is in the client’s best interest and would compromise the lawyer’s ethical obligation to provide candid advice regarding the arrangement; even where the fee is permitted, the lawyer may be required to remit the fee to the client.

N.Y.C. Bar Opinion, \textit{supra} note 12; N.Y. State Bar Ass’n Comm. on Prof’l Ethics, Op. 671 (40-94) (1994), available at http://www.nysba.org/CustomTemplates/Content.aspx?id=4866 (stating that the lawyer is prevented from receiving a referral fee where the amount of the product or service purchased depends on attorney advice). Interestingly, N.Y.C. Bar Opinion, \textit{supra} note 12, does not cite the New York State Bar’s opinions more clearly on point (Opinions 666 and 769, see \textit{supra} note 106), even though N.Y.C. Bar Opinion, \textit{supra} note 12, cites Opinion 666 in a different footnote on a different issue. The ABA is somewhat more permissive than the New York City Bar. The ABA’s analysis of the referral fee and related issues leads to the conclusion that informed client consent may be sufficient to address the problem. See ABA Comm’n on Ethics 20/20, \textit{supra} note 12, at 18–19, 28–29. The ABA opinion notes that a repeat business relationship might also create a conflict that requires informed client consent to resolve. See id.

\(^{108}\) See N.Y. Lawyer’s Code of Prof’l Responsibility DR 5-101 (2007); see also ABA Comm’n on Ethics 20/20, \textit{supra} note 12, at 18–19 (discussing Model Rule 1.7(a)(2)).

\(^{109}\) The ethical ramifications of the funder’s influence in structuring the attorney’s compensation structure is outside the scope of this Article, not least because that influence is embodied in the attorney retention agreement, not the funding contract. The basic issue is highlighted here simply to note the source of conflicts.


\(^{111}\) \textit{Id.}
Early settlement pressure can be further exacerbated because litigation funders, like venture capitalists, have a similar interest in “early harvesting” of their investments. This is so because they manage portfolios of cases and because they periodically need to go back to the markets to raise additional funds based on past performance.\(^{112}\) Publicly traded funders may also have short-termism problems, being evaluated on a quarterly performance basis.\(^{113}\)

The converse conflict is also possible: a funder wants to settle at an optimal or rational opportunity, but a plaintiff, who no longer bears the cost or who is emotionally invested in the conflict, may wish to protract the litigation.

Attorneys’ incentives to pressure or avoid pressuring a client to settle early are ameliorated by ethical obligations that render such pressure unethical. Settlement-pressure conflicts of interest also implicate rules that are aimed at ensuring that an attorney exercises independent judgment, free from influence by financial considerations. The New York City Bar Association’s Opinion frames tensions surrounding settlement decisions in terms of “control” of the lawsuit and suggests these issues may be resolved purely by disclosure and client consent:

While a client may agree to permit a financing company to direct the strategy or other aspects of a lawsuit, absent client consent, a lawyer may not permit the company to influence his or her professional judgment in determining the course or strategy of the litigation, including the decisions of whether to settle or the amount to accept in any settlement.\(^{114}\)

However, not all authorities agree informed client consent is sufficient. The ABA draft opinion notes that even if giving settlement authority to the funder may be permissible as a matter of contract law and champerty, the resulting restriction on the lawyer’s independent judgment could be great enough that the lawyer could not ethically participate in the litigation.\(^{115}\)

We believe that the conflict over control of the claim can be resolved if the funder pays fair value for control. And thus, as a normative matter, the funder should be able to pay for control of a claim (perhaps only in the commercial claim context this Article focuses on), and we do not think the

\(^{112}\) Steinitz, supra note 5, at 489; see also Gilson, supra note 34, at 1074–75; see also Gompers, Grandstanding, supra note 36, at 133–38.

\(^{113}\) See, e.g., Lynne L. Dallas, Short-Termism, the Financial Crisis, and Corporate Governance, 37 J. CORP. L. 265 (2012).

\(^{114}\) N.Y.C. Bar Opinion, supra note 12.

\(^{115}\) See ABA COMM’N ON ETHICS 20/20, supra note 12, at 25.
current regulatory regime (including New York’s champerty doctrine\textsuperscript{116}) makes bargaining for total control practical.

c. Portfolio Concerns

Another potential source of conflict is the funder’s focus on its portfolio of cases versus the plaintiff’s focus on its single case. Funders’ portfolio concerns may drive them to litigate to create favorable precedent, rather than optimally resolve the case at hand.\textsuperscript{117} While this conflict is probably the exception rather than the rule, the specialization of funders in particular areas of law and examples of such strategic behavior by insurance companies, the plaintiffs’ bar, and hedge funds investing in awards against sovereigns, makes the conflict plausible.\textsuperscript{118} Beyond investing in precedent, new funders in particular might wish to avoid a reasonable settlement in order to win a symbolic victory for reputational gains, for example, to raise capital for successive funds, as has been documented in the VC context, or to force higher settlement in future cases based on a credible threat to litigate through trial and appeals.\textsuperscript{119} Portfolio concerns also mean that a funder may underinvest in the case at hand, as optimizing the portfolio involves weighing the comparative value of cases within a portfolio and assessing the comparative marginal utility of investing in any one of them. The plaintiff, on the other hand, wants optimal investment in its own case.

The most dramatic conflict of interest that can arise from the funder’s portfolio management is the possibility that the funder invests in both sides of the same litigation. This conflict is unlikely unless the case involves a large claim and equally large counterclaim, such that the profit from either side swamps the cost of financing both. In that scenario, the dual investment would simply function as a hedge.

d. Funders’ Duty to Its Investors

Although funders do not have a fiduciary duty to the plaintiff, they do have a duty to their investors to maximize profit. That can lead to two additional conflicts. First, as noted earlier, funders can push for monetary remedies over non-monetary ones such as injunctive relief, declaratory relief, a public apology, a change of an internal policy, or a change in the

\textsuperscript{116} In New York, champerty is tied to claim transfer, and claim transfer may occur if control transfers, even if the case caption or other indicia of ownership do not change.

\textsuperscript{117} Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1312–14. For example, Mitu Gulati and Robert Scott describe how hedge funds that purchased sovereign debt strategically litigated to have the pari passu clause in cross-border sovereign debt contracts reinterpreted to benefit their portfolio of such cases. See Mitu Gulati & Robert E. Scott, The Three and a Half Minute Transaction: Boilerplate and the Limits of Contract Design 157–59 (2012).

\textsuperscript{118} Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1314–18.

law.120 Second, funders can profit not only from the litigation, but also from their access to the plaintiff’s sensitive information. Absent contractual protection, nothing stops the funder from selling the information or otherwise profiting from it to the plaintiff’s disadvantage.

The best tool to minimize the conflicts created by profit concerns (portfolio or otherwise) in favor of the plaintiff is a fiduciary duty. Creating such a duty would not be a panacea as it would be offset by the funders’ duty to its shareholders, but it would go a long way. A fiduciary relationship between funder and plaintiff could be created by courts if they find that financiers—specifically, principals or staff lawyers who are licensed attorneys—are acting as the plaintiffs’ attorneys when they invest in and manage lawsuits. However, this issue has not yet been brought before a New York (or other) court. Similarly a fiduciary relationship could be imposed if another regulatory body of law that imposes fiduciary duties (e.g., financial regulation) is held to apply. To date, no such regulation has been imposed, leaving it up to the private ordering of the parties. Because of the fiduciary duty’s potency, a funder may simply refuse its imposition through contract. As an alternative, plaintiffs can negotiate for a duty to act reasonably and in good faith.121

2. The Model Contract Solutions

To address these conflicts, The Model Contract provides the following:

First, The Model Contract imposes a number of representations on the funder disclaiming conflicts. The funder represents that it has not paid a referral fee to the litigation attorney; that the litigation attorney does not own any part of the funder; and that any other financial relationships it has or has had with litigation counsel and any defendant are fully disclosed on a schedule so that the plaintiff may give informed consent to the conflicts. The funder further represents that it has not invested adversely to the plaintiff and that it is not bound by fund liquidation or other internal requirements to stop financing the claim after a few years.

Second, we suggest the plaintiff seek independent counsel—from an attorney who is not the litigation counsel and who has no ties to the funder—on the funding agreement prior to its execution and on settlement offers. To memorialize independent counsel’s role during negotiation, The Model Contract has the plaintiff represent it received independent counsel about the terms of the agreement and about the relationships, if any,

120. An example is Burford’s investment in the Chevron–Ecuador dispute, which penalized plaintiffs for receiving clean-ups rather than funds by requiring them to pay the funder for its prorated share of such a remedy. See Funding Agreement Between Treca Financial Solutions and Claimants, supra note 31; see also supra note 5.

between the funder and litigation counsel and between the funder and any
defendant before entering the agreement. Both of these plaintiff-protective
provisions may not be useful to the corporate finance plaintiff who as a
repeat player may have an ongoing relationship with a funder. Thus, The
Model Contract makes these provisions the default in the access to justice
version and optional in the corporate finance version.

Third, The Model Contract allows the funder to acquire influence but
not control over the plaintiff’s settlement decision by requiring the plaintiff
to give prior notice to the funder of settlement offers and to give good faith
consideration to the funder’s analysis of the settlement offer. However, the
plaintiff retains control of the settlement decision. We strike this balance to
avoid the potential ethical and champerty issues of ceding greater control to
the funder, but nonetheless give the funder an opportunity to monitor,
protect, and maximize its investment.

Fourth, The Model Contract requires strict confidentiality and limits
information sharing to protect plaintiff’s sensitive information.

Fifth, The Model Contract protects the plaintiff’s interest in seeking
non-monetary remedies by excluding them from the definition of the term
“Award,” the proceeds of which are shared with the funder.

Sixth, The Model Contract contains a representation and warranty that
the funder has not and will not sell part or all of its interest in the claim
without the plaintiff’s written consent. This is meant to prevent
securitization of litigation which, if it were to occur, would create
insurmountable conflicts, and to prevent the plaintiff from having to rely on
a stranger for further funding.

Seventh, The Model Contract provides language for a comprehensive
solution in the form of a fiduciary duty between the funder and the plaintiff
and a weaker but viable alternative of a duty to act reasonably and in good
faith. The fiduciary duty approach is the default in the access-to-justice case;
the good faith duty is the default in the corporate finance case.

Finally, staged funding aligns funders’ and plaintiffs’ interests and
further reduces conflict, as discussed in detail below.

E. STAGING THE FUNDING OF LITIGATION

1. The Challenges

Staged funding in venture capital aligns the entrepreneur’s interest
with the funder’s by making the entrepreneur’s access to capital dependent
on meeting the funder’s contractually stated expectations. Whether or not
the entrepreneur is meeting those expectations is assessed at points in time
called “milestones,” a concept we explain further below. If the funder is

122. Maya Steinitz, How Much Is That Lawsuit in the Window? Pricing Legal Claims, 66 VAND.
satisfied when the milestone is reached, it may invest further; if not, it does not. Staged funding also aligns the funder with the entrepreneur, because as the company develops and its value builds, the funder is incentivized to continue funding at milestones in order to realize the benefit it has bargained for.

As a matter of risk management and agency control, staged funding is well suited for litigation investment. However, the adaptation of staged funding to litigation finance must be done with great care to account for the differences between litigation and start-up companies, which are quite different assets. We extensively discuss the important economic and structural differences between venture capital and litigation finance elsewhere. These differences, in a nutshell, include the fact that the “markets” to which plaintiffs sell are comprised of judges and juries who render a judgment or a defendant who makes a settlement offer. These markets cannot be expanded and the “product” cannot be scaled-up or otherwise significantly modified. More generally, claim value does not grow by orders of magnitude, as it might in the case of a start-up company, but rather moves up and down unpredictably with its ultimate value capped by the value of the harm underlying the cause of action. Other differences include the fact that ventures have competitors whereas litigants have opponents and the fact that litigants face a timeline that is wholly externally dictated (by rules of procedure and a judge). There are also societal differences, the different needs of the two plaintiff types, and the challenges both pose for mapping staged funding onto litigation finance. These latter differences are our focus here.

Unlike startup companies, litigation is partially a public good, dependent on the state for its existence and effectiveness far more so than a business idea turned into a company. Litigation resolves disputes, determining culpability, harm, rights, and remedies. Startup companies may provide jobs, useful products—even economically transformative ones—and otherwise be socially important. Nonetheless their existence and function are categorically different from litigation.

124. See Steinitz, supra note 122; Steinitz & Field, supra note 123.
When a venture capitalist ceases funding a startup simply because another investment in its portfolio potentially offers better returns, even if the consequence is that the startup fails, society is and should be indifferent. Not so with most categories of litigation. As a general normative matter, plaintiffs with meritorious claims who wish to bring them should not be blocked by the invisible hand of the market. However, there is one type of litigation in which this kind of market discipline can be justified: commercial claims brought by corporations or wealthy individuals; that is, precisely the kind of claims we explicitly assumed when drafting The Model Contract.

Commercial claims are generally only about money. When a case is fundamentally about money damages, it is easiest to view it as an investment opportunity that can be abandoned for better opportunities. Other forms of litigation that currently receive financing, such as divorce cases, involve many issues beyond money, particularly when the couple has children. Staged funding of such litigation, with its ability to eliminate a plaintiff’s ability to continue its claim, is hard to justify normatively.

Beyond identifying the claim type’s influence on the appropriateness of staged funding, contracting parties need to recognize the importance of claimant type. Access-to-justice plaintiffs are in a very vulnerable bargaining position vis-à-vis funders, particularly now when the market for litigation funding is opaque and underdeveloped compared to the venture capital market. Corporate finance plaintiffs, in contrast, need not fear staged funding.

The fundamental difference in bargaining power, coupled with the normative concern that meritorious claims brought by willing plaintiffs should be resolved by the plaintiff rather than by market discipline, implies that staged funding should not be adopted identically for both types of plaintiffs. And indeed, the funding terms in the two versions of the models differ. Ramifications of those differences also show up in provisions related to milestones and termination rights.

In venture capital, milestones mark the startup’s progress through various stages of development, each stage revealing new information. The information revealed is of three sorts: first, about the performance of the underlying asset; second, about the effectiveness of the agents developing the asset; and third, about the larger context from which the asset’s value ultimately derives. The amount of each type of information revealed at a given milestone varies depending on the milestone, but the point of designating the milestone is to recognize that material information has been

revealed, creating a meaningful opportunity for funders to reassess their commitment to the investment and the accuracy of the investment’s price.

As a general matter, at milestones funders can either refuse further funding, “exiting” the investment, or provide an additional infusion of the capital that the funders committed at the outset, either on the same terms or on new ones based on a re-pricing of the asset. The re-pricing, in turn, is based on the new information that has been revealed.

An example of a good milestone in litigation is the close of discovery, when the evidentiary record to be used in the litigation is complete. It is a discrete point in time at which all of the information revealed during discovery can be incorporated into pricing. If a funder exited a litigation investment after the close of discovery, it is plausible that the plaintiff could find another funder, particularly if a transparent market develops. In fact, milestones could facilitate the development of that market, enabling funders to develop expertise as early and late-stage litigation funders.127

At least that is how staged funding works in theory: invest at one milestone, reach the next milestone, and invest again or exit. In the real world, funding invested at one milestone can run out before the next milestone is reached. In venture capital, the parties simply negotiate “bridge financing,” or even an entirely new round of funding, or the investment ends. That approach would also work for corporate finance plaintiffs, as they can prevent any disruption in the litigation by self-funding while the negotiations are ongoing. Access-to-justice plaintiffs, however, would be doubly vulnerable to funders during negotiations. Not only do they need the financing, but in between milestones they may face deadlines imposed by the court or other litigation-specific constraints128 that make it impossible for them to engage in lengthy negotiations or find other funders soon enough.

In venture capital parlance, the plaintiffs are confronted with a “hold-up” problem and potentially forced to accept lopsided terms.129 The venture capital solution to hold-up is syndication—creating a competition among funders to drive prices up—which is not a sufficient solution for access-to-justice plaintiffs unless the litigation finance market develops to the point where plaintiffs could reliably have multiple funders participate in each round of negotiations. Until such time, other solutions are needed.

127. Indeed, funders already specialize by stage to some extent. Some are focused on appeals or enforcement actions, for example.
128. Steinitz, supra note 122; Steinitz & Field, supra note 123.
129. For more on hold-up, see Steinitz, supra note 122 and Steinitz & Field, supra note 123. Research shows, specifically, that staged funding by monopolistic VC funds (as opposed to syndicates of funders) produces sub-optimal outcomes—meaning companies fail that would have succeeded if not held-up. Steinitz, supra note 122; Steinitz & Field, supra note 123. The same sources identify research that shows that the entrepreneur’s ownership share increases with the value of the project when later stages of the investment are syndicated. Steinitz, supra note 122; Steinitz & Field, supra note 123.
2. The Model Contract Solutions

For both plaintiff types, The Model Contract’s core adaptation is structuring the financing as a series of securities sales to the funders, with the sales occurring at the investment milestones at prices negotiated at each such milestone. The securities are “shares” in the litigation proceeds. The plaintiff and funder agree on the potential value of the litigation, the funder “commits” a certain amount of capital that it is willing to invest at each milestone, and the plaintiff and funder negotiate the price of the initial investment. At each investment milestone thereafter, the purchase price of the next batch of securities is negotiated anew to incorporate the information received at that point.

This adaptation treats the entire litigation as a single funding round. In a VC-staged funding round, the investor will “commit” a certain amount of capital to the round but only invest a part of it at each milestone closing within the round. This approach makes sense for litigation funding in that the analogy between litigation finance and venture capital is strongest at the “seed” or “early” stage of VC funding. The single-funding-round approach is modified, however, by The Model Contract’s provision for the re-pricing of the “shares” at investment milestones.

Each purchase price is based on an “Initial Claim Value”—a number negotiated at the outset—and a “Risk Discount Factor” that is negotiated to reflect the uncertainty that the Initial Claim Value will be realized, or realized in a timely way. Unless the “Claim” has proved much less valuable than expected, the Initial Claim Value plays no other role; a Litigation Proceed Right-holder gets one percent of the actual proceeds.

The suggested provisions identify only one investment milestone after the initial investment: the close of discovery. Parties can negotiate for more. Critically, the re-pricing focuses not on the value of the claim, but on the risk discount applied to the Initial Claim Value. The Initial Claim Value is unlikely to have changed, unless new claims have been added or original ones dropped. At the completion of discovery however, the parties can better assess the risk that the claim will fail to lead to a favorable settlement or judgment. As a result, they can decide whether a “share” should cost twenty percent of its agreed potential value (high risk) or fifty percent (low risk) or any other number.

The transaction costs of re-pricing at the discovery closing should be low, because the focus is on the change in the information about risk more than it is on valuing the claim. That said, if during discovery a plaintiff found information enabling it to make new, valuable claims, the parties could

---

130. See supra Part II.B.2.
131. The value can also be affected by the negotiation process. If a syndicate of funders bid at the discovery milestone closing, the risk discount should be less than if there is no syndicate even though the revealed information is the same in both scenarios.
negotiate a new claim value and amend the contract accordingly, and vice versa. While the transaction costs would rise, the milestone would still further its purpose of allowing parties to more accurately price the investment.

Although this basic deal applies to both types of plaintiffs, The Model Contract provisions then diverge. For the access-to-justice plaintiff, the suggested provisions address the bargaining disparity in between milestones by preventing a funding shortfall in between milestones. The funder is required to finance through to the next milestone, even if the initially invested capital falls short, unless the funder brings in a replacement financier or is willing to surrender all value already purchased. Mechanistically, The Model Contract requires the accelerated investment of capital “committed” to financing at the next milestone and the investment of new “supplemental” capital if committed funding is nearly spent but the milestone/completion of the Claim has not been reached.

Acceleration and supplementation are justified by the differences between claims brought by access-to-justice plaintiffs and startup companies, discussed above, and their effect is tempered by the fact that the funder can still exit at the milestone or before, if it is willing to find a replacement funder or lose its sunk costs (i.e., investment to date). The Model Contract assumes the funder will want a discounted purchase price for “shares” purchased with the supplemental investment but that the discount is not required for an accelerated investment as that capital is not “new” capital; however, parties can customize these terms.

Returning to provisions that apply to both plaintiff types, The Model Contract reduces the extreme uncertainty by providing limited downside protection to both funder and plaintiff. If the Claim is revealed to be much less valuable than expected, by an otherwise acceptable settlement offer or

132. If the capital invested is spent prior to the milestone because of relative incompetence or padded billing of the litigation counsel, it may be appropriate to have the litigation counsel forego fees or take litigation proceed rights in lieu of payment, rather than have the accelerated investment of committed capital. See Edward A. Reilly, Jr., 4 Thoughts on “Funding Through to Milestones: Accelerated and Supplemental Investments,” MODEL LITIG. FIN. CONT. (Jan. 31, 2013, 5:33 PM), http://litigationfinancecontract.com/funding-through-to-milestones-accelerated-and-supplemental-investments/#comments.

For a real world example of an access-to-justice funding that highlights the appropriateness of the VC analogy and many of the provisions herein, consider the financing of Crystalex International Corporation’s arbitration against Venezuela. That deal involved staged financing pegged to litigation related milestones, the acceleration of committed capital to bridge a funding shortfall between milestones, and the issuance of a special class of stock to give the funders control rights if sufficient financing was used. See Management’s Discussion and Analysis for the Year Ended December 31, 2012, CRYSTALEX INT’L CORP. 5 (Aug. 16, 2013), http://www.crystalex.com/files/KRY%202012%20Year%20end%20MD&A_v001_u9xz34.pdf. This example is discussed in detail in Steinitz, supra note 35.
by a final judgment, then the funder is issued additional “shares.” If possible, the funder is issued sufficient “shares” to gain the value expected by owning the funder’s original number of “shares” of proceeds worth the Initial Claim Value. This type of re-pricing is limited, however, by the plaintiff’s downside risk protection—its right to a minimum recovery.

We set a minimum plaintiff recovery because of the public policy concern—indeed, one of the main critiques of litigation funding—that plaintiffs will be exploited and that funders profit from others’ actionable injuries. By providing a minimum, the parties reduce the risk that courts will refuse to enforce the finance agreement on grounds such as unconscionability. While corporate finance funders are not as vulnerable, we believe it is good practice in every contract to set the minimum recovery as it is a basic deal term.

While the plaintiff’s minimum recovery will be heavily negotiated, the standard for minimum recovery set by the courts in the contingency fee context is a logical guideline. This minimum also minimizes the risk of buyers’-remorse-type satellite litigation in which plaintiffs decide, after having received the funding and an award actually having been rendered, to challenge the enforceability of the finance agreement.

---

133. The VC analog for conserving the initial bargain and limiting the funder’s downside risk as value changes over time are conversion-price, anti-dilution provisions. See Michael A. Woronoff & Jonathan A. Rosen, Understanding Anti-Dilution Provisions in Convertible Securities, 74 FORDHAM L. REV. 129 (2005). Other types of anti-dilution provisions can be used. For example, Robert Rhee has suggested using a time-triggered provision to reflect the time value of money. Robert J. Rhee, Litigation Financing and Time Dilution, MODEL LITIG. FIN. CONT. (Jan. 23, 2013), http://litigationfinancecontract.com/litigation-financing-and-time-dilution/.


135. The underlying theory of such critiques being that legal claims are a unique, personal kind of asset. See generally Sebok, supra note 59. This idea is quite intuitive in the context of tort and divorces cases, which are increasingly receiving third-party funding. See generally id.

136. See supra notes 33 and 134 (discussing cases concerning unconscionability of funders’ returns).

137. No ceiling is set under Rule 1.5 of the New York Rules of Professional Conduct, which instead offers a balancing test. See N.Y. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.5 (2012). Contingency fees of forty and fifty percent have been upheld. See Quinones v. Police Dep’t of N.Y., No. 10 Civ. 6195(JGK)(JLC), 2012 WL 2148171 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 12, 2012); Ross v. Mitsui Fudosan Inc., No. 97 Civ. 0975 PKL RLE, 1999 WL 799534, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 6, 1999) (“Courts have found forty or fifty percent contingency fee agreements conscionable in certain circumstances, such as when the litigation is complex, lengthy or specialized in knowledge.”); Lawrence v. Miller, 901 N.E.2d 1268, 1272 (N.Y. 2008) (finding that a forty percent fee was not unconscionable as a matter of law, but the amount of the fee should be proportionate to the value of services rendered).

138. Since it is easier to sign away X percentage of nothing ex ante than to actually pay X percentage of something once a settlement or court victory is won, hindsight litigation to
Importantly, the suggested terms state that the purpose of this type of re-pricing is strictly to preserve the economic equilibrium of the bargain, not to allow for renegotiating that equilibrium \textit{ex post}. Re-pricing is mechanistic because the expected value that the re-pricing aims to replicate is known; the actual value and how much it deviates from the expected value is known; and how many additional “shares” can be issued is known at any given time. Therefore, this risk-management re-pricing should not increase transaction costs significantly.\footnote{139}

The Model Contract makes it easier for plaintiffs to optimize their funding level by making fundraising transparently linked to claim proceeds. While the plaintiff will have to strike a difficult balance when deciding how many “shares” to offer at each closing, the ability to offer some and then more, and then more still, makes it easier for the plaintiff to avoid over-selling at the outset. The plaintiff does not have to decide at the outset how much of its potential proceeds it is willing to give up. This flexibility should help protect the financing arrangement from unconscionability concerns and buyers’-remorse litigation. We presume, based on the analogy to the contingency fee case, that a plaintiff will not want to sell more than one third of the total “shares” in its proceeds. But the plaintiff may well succeed at selling significantly less than one-third of the proceeds while still funding its whole claim. Or the plaintiff may end up selling every “share” it can until it reaches the limit imposed by the minimum recovery.

There is still unallocated residual risk: it is possible that the plaintiff will run out of “shares” to sell and money to conduct the claim. However, the risk that plaintiffs’ funding demands will exceed what funders want to invest mid-litigation is present in all structures.\footnote{140} In such scenarios, the parties can challenge the deal terms is not uncommon. See, e.g., S & T Oil Equip. & Mach., Ltd. v. Juridica Invs. Ltd., 456 F. App’x 481 (5th Cir. 2012); Kraft v. Mason, 668 So.2d 679 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1996); Odell v. Legal Bucks, LLC, 665 S.E.2d 767, 772–73 (N.C. Ct. App. 2008); Rancman v. Interim Settlement Funding Corp., 789 N.E.2d 217 (Ohio 2003); Anglo–Dutch Petroleum Int’l, Inc. v. Haskell, 193 S.W.3d 87 (Tex. App. 2006).


140. And current incremental funding practices, to the extent that the Burford–Ecuador deal is representative, see supra note 5, seems to leave this risk completely (rather than partially) unaddressed. There is reason to believe that incremental funding practices in the market currently are no more sophisticated than what can be gleaned from the Burford–Ecuador investment. Burford is “the largest and most experienced international dispute funder in the world” . . . so we’re not looking here at some aberrational outlier . . . . [And,] we can be assured that Burford’s conduct probably represents the very best practices the young industry has to offer.” Roger Parloff, \textit{Have You Got a Piece of this Lawsuit?}, CNN\textsc{Money} (June 28, 2011, 2:06 PM), http://features.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2011/06/28/have-you-got-a-piece-of-this-lawsuit-
agree that the funder will bear the risk and will continue funding without receiving additional “shares” in order to receive some value for its sunk costs; that the plaintiff will bear the risk by selling more “shares” and reducing its minimum (and thus, potentially, create an unconscionability or buyer’s remorse problem); or that they share the risk.

The next Part sets out The Model Contract (excluding boilerplate or otherwise typical finance provisions). For brevity, we provide both the access-to-justice and corporate finance contracts in an integrated fashion. Specifically, we lay out the access-to-justice contract, and after each provision that would be deleted or modified for the corporate finance plaintiff, we highlight the deletion or state the modification. (For visual simplicity, we do not attempt to correct the section numbering to reflect the deletions/alterations.) In addition, while the contract is drafted for one funder, it can be easily adapted for multiple funders. Where the inclusion of multiple funders would require more drafting changes than conforming ones, we have included relevant language.

III. THE MODEL CONTRACT

This Litigation Finance Agreement (Agreement) is dated as of [date], and is by and between [Plaintiff’s name] (Plaintiff) and [Funder’s name] (Funder).

The Plaintiff has a valid and substantial claim against the Defendant(s). The Funder wishes to invest with the Plaintiff to facilitate the prosecution of its claim and to profit if the claim is successful. The Funder agrees that its financing is nonrecourse; the litigation proceed rights it shall purchase represent no value if there are no proceeds of the litigation.

Now, therefore, it is agreed as follows:

1.0 Definitions

Acceleration Event: The balance of the Litigation Account falls below [$] and the Litigation Counsel in good faith reasonably believes the amount remaining in the Litigation Account is insufficient to finance the conduct of the Claim through to the Milestone Event marking the next Closing. [Despite such certification, an Acceleration Event has not occurred if the Plaintiff and [Funder/Funders holding a majority of issued Litigation Proceed Rights] agree the funding shortfall is due to Attorney Waste, as defined in the Retainer Agreement, between the Plaintiff and Litigation Counsel entered [date]. In such case, the related provisions in the Retainer Agreement shall apply.]

Comment: The optional “Attorney Waste” language is one way to protect the funder from the risk that litigation counsel fails to effectively use funds because he knows he can force additional funding. However, this definition must be very narrow to cover only obvious waste, or else it creates a conflict between the plaintiff and the attorney.

**Corporate Finance Version Comment:** This provision should be deleted as corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the bargaining power protection of Accelerated Investments.

**Award:** The total monetary amount owed the Plaintiff on account of or as a direct or indirect result of the Claim, whether by negotiation, arbitration, mediation, lawsuit, judgment, settlement, or otherwise. For the avoidance of doubt, “Award” includes both cash and the monetary value of non-cash assets at the time the Award is paid, and it excludes the value of injunctive, declaratory, or other non-monetary relief.

Comment: This definition should be customized to the claim. The definition should be very broad to capture the full monetary value, but minimize claim commodification by excluding the cash equivalent value of remedies that were not intended to be fungible with cash, such as injunctive relief.

**Claim:** The lawsuit [filed by the Plaintiff/the Plaintiff will file] against [name] arising from [name’s] breach of [specify], including any refiling, counterclaim, appeal, settlement, enforcement action, arbitration, or other action or process related to the lawsuit, whether primary, ancillary, or parallel.

Comment: Investing after the lawsuit has been filed should further reduce the risk of a champerty finding under New York law. Generally, this provision should be customized to reflect the claim.

**Closing:** Any or all of the following events, as context requires:

- **Acceleration Closing:** The sale and purchase of Litigation Proceed Rights thirty (30) days after an Acceleration Event.
- **Defendant(s):** [Name(s) of defendant(s)].
- **Discovery Closing:** The sale and purchase of Litigation Proceed Rights eight days after the Conclusion of Discovery.
- **Initial Closing:** [Date the Initial Investment is made, location/other description.]
- **Supplemental Closing:** The sale and purchase of Litigation Proceed Rights thirty (30) days after a Supplemental Investment Event.

141. This is an example of “braiding”—the intertwining of two or more contracts such that each contract includes provisions that operate as implicit terms in support of the arrangements contained in the other. See Gibson et al., Braiding, supra note 36, at 1386, 1422–23. On the braiding of the litigation finance contract and the retention agreement, see Steinitz, supra note 5, at 512–15.

Comment: If more investment milestones are negotiated, they will need their own closing definitions. Supplemental Investments, and all their related terms (such as Supplemental Closings) are optional as the parties may not wish to allocate this risk ex ante.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: The Acceleration and Supplemental Closings should be deleted as corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the bargaining power protection of Accelerated or Supplemental Investments.

Committed Capital: $, the total amount pledged to finance the conduct of the entire Claim through to the Conclusion of the Claim [as set forth in Exhibit [X]].

Comment: If multiple funders are involved, the Exhibit becomes necessary to identify how much each is willing to invest and when. Funders and Plaintiff should use their expertise to determine how much capital is likely to be needed for the whole claim and ensure that the amount committed is at least that number.

Common Interest Material: Any discussion, evaluation, negotiation, and any other communication and exchanges of information relating to the Claim in any way, whether written or oral, between or among the Plaintiff, Litigation Counsel, Funder, and/or Funder’s Representatives, provided that such communication would be protected by attorney-client privilege between Litigation Counsel and the Plaintiff, work-product doctrine, or other discovery protection if not disclosed to a third party lacking a common legal interest.

Comment: The more traditional way of defining this material would have the language after “provided” simply state that the material was subject to one of the discovery privileges, a restriction that narrows the otherwise sweeping language before “provided.” However, if the definition is contingent on the material actually being protected by such privilege and a judge were later to rule a common legal interest did not exist, so that waiver occurred and none of the material was so protected, the definition would be invalidated. If the definition were invalidated, the ramifications elsewhere in the contract might produce material consequences.

Conclusion of the Claim: The final resolution of the Claim, whether by settlement, the entry of a non-appealable final judgment against the Plaintiff, or the enforcement of a final, non-appealable judgment in favor of the Plaintiff.

Confidential Information shall mean:
(i) the Common Interest Material;
(ii) discussions and negotiations related to this Agreement, including drafts of this Agreement;]
[Alternate: (ii) this Agreement, including: (a) its existence and the existence of the financing it provides; (b) its terms; (c) the parties to it; and (d) any discussions and negotiations related to this Agreement, including drafts of this Agreement;]
(iii) to the extent not already covered as Common Interest Material, the Claim, including: (a) the information, of any type, relevant to
understanding the Claim; (b) the parties', Litigation Counsel's, or Funder's Representatives' strategies, tactics, analyses, or expectations regarding the Claim or Award; and (c) any professional work product relating to the Claim or the Award, whether prepared for the Plaintiff, Litigation Counsel, the Funder, or the Funder's Representatives.

(iv) [Add customized provisions.]

Notwithstanding the foregoing, information is not Confidential Information that (a) was or becomes generally available to the public other than by breach of this Agreement; (b) was, as documented by the written records of the receiving party, known by the receiving party at the time of disclosure to it or was developed by the receiving party or its representatives without using Confidential Information or information derived from it; (c) was disclosed to the receiving party in good faith by a third party who has an independent right to such subject matter and information; or (d) is required to be disclosed by law.

Comments: 1. We included information common to all situations; parties must customize the definition to meet their needs. Plaintiffs must take great care with this definition, and, if they wish, add an additional defined category of Proprietary Information because absent explicit contractual protections, nothing prevents the Funder from profiting by misusing the Plaintiff's sensitive information. 2. Although parties can agree to keep the contract confidential, we believe it is likely discoverable under New York law. Even if discoverable, however, its admissibility at trial may be a different question.

Costs: Costs are the expenses incurred by or on behalf of the Plaintiff for conducting the Claim and complying with the terms of this Agreement and include: professional fees, whether for attorneys, advisors, experts, or witnesses; and procedural fees relating to court, arbitration, or other process, including filing and arbitrator fees; provided that the amounts in each case are approved by Litigation Counsel.

Comment: Plaintiffs may be advantaged by having the Funder monitor these invoices, particularly for Litigation Counsel's own work. However, privilege issues may arise.

Exiting Funder: A Funder that decides to stop funding the Claim prior to the Conclusion of the Claim.

Expected Value: The result of multiplying one percent (1%) of the Initial Claim Value by the number of Litigation Proceed Rights that Funder owns.

Funder[s]: [Name(s).]

Funder's Representatives: [Name of counsel] and any successor counsel or supplemental counsel the Funder retains to represent its interests regarding the Claim and this Agreement.

143. See Maya Steinitz, Discoverability of Funding Contracts, MODEL LITIG. FIN. CONT. (Feb. 8, 2013), http://litigationfinancecontract.com/discoverability-of-funding-contracts/.
Independent Counsel: [Name of counsel] and any successor or supplemental counsel retained by the Plaintiff to advise on this Agreement’s terms, amendments, and assignments, on settlement proposals and on privilege issues. Such counsel has and shall have no direct or indirect economic relationship with the Funder prior to the Conclusion of the Claim.

Comment: This role could be played by the Litigation Counsel provided potential conflicts are disclosed to the Plaintiff and waived by it. Like minimum plaintiff recovery, this predominantly protects plaintiffs but also provides funders with protection—indeed, a defense, against “buyers’-remorse” litigation.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: This provision is optional for corporate finance plaintiffs, not least because such companies have sophisticated in-house counsel who would typically play this role.

Initial Claim Value: [$].

Comment: This is a negotiated amount that reflects the good faith expectations of the parties ex ante of what a reasonably favorable verdict or settlement would bring.

Investment: Any or all of the following as context requires:

- **Accelerated Investment**: The amount of money the Funder invests at an Acceleration Closing.
- **Discovery Investment**: The amount of money the Funder invests at the Discovery Closing.
- **Initial Investment**: The amount of money the Funder invests at the Initial Closing.
- [**Supplemental Investment**: The amount of money the Funder must invest at a Supplemental Investment Closing.]

Comment: If any other investment milestones are included, they will need their own definition. Supplemental Investments are optional as the parties may not wish to allocate this risk ex ante.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: The Acceleration and Supplemental Investments should be deleted as corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the bargaining power protection they provide.

Litigation Account: [Identify bank account.] The Litigation Account is subject to the Escrow Agreement by and among [parties], dated [date] “Escrow Agreement.” Pursuant to the Escrow Agreement, the Escrow Agent (as defined therein) shall use the funds in the Litigation Account to pay the Costs and its fee.

Comment: The Escrow Agreement should contain the right, if any, of the Funder to review and/or approve invoices prior to the Escrow Agent’s payment of them. In addition it should contain notice provisions tied to the Acceleration and Supplemental Investment Events, if those concepts are used.

Litigation Counsel: [Counsel name] and any successor or supplementary counsel retained by the Plaintiff to conduct the Claim.

Litigation Proceed Right: The right to receive one percent (1%) of the Proceeds.
Litigation Proceed Right Certificate: A document in the form of Exhibit [___] (i) reflecting ownership of a certain number of Litigation Proceed Rights; (ii) bearing a legend stating that the certificate and the rights it represents may not be transferred without the express, written consent of the Plaintiff and then only if the transferee becomes a party to this Agreement; (iii) acknowledging the rights and obligations created by Subsection 5.6 of this Agreement; and (iv) certifying the existence of a perfected senior security interest in the Proceeds Account [and in the Claim].

Comment: Although this financing is nonrecourse, after the Proceeds have been received by the Plaintiff but before they are disbursed to the Funder, there is a brief possibility that the Plaintiff could convert money due to the Funder. This security interest is intended to thwart that possibility; however, the securities fraud liability that would result from such conversion should be a sufficient deterrent.

Litigation Proceed Right Purchase Price: Each Litigation Proceed Right purchased at a Closing shall cost an amount equal to one percent (1%) of the Initial Claim Value multiplied by the relevant Risk Discount Factor.

Milestone Events: The following events: (a) Completion of Discovery; (b) Motion to Dismiss Milestone; (c) Summary Judgment Milestone; and (d) Judgment Milestone.

Completion of Discovery: The date as defined by court order.

Judgment Milestone: The date at which the judge enters a verdict as a judgment.

Motion to Dismiss Milestone: The entry of an order resolving a motion to dismiss against the Plaintiff.

Summary Judgment Milestone: The entry of an order resolving a summary judgment motion against the Plaintiff, provided that the motion is dispositive of [the entire Claim] /[identify material issues/causes of action].

Comment: Parties should choose milestones carefully, balancing the competing goals of allowing the Funder to manage its investment by exit, the Plaintiff to manage the risk of losing funding at a particularly destabilizing moment, and both to manage value by incorporating new pricing information and minimize transaction costs. Exit-only milestones such as the Motion to Dismiss and Summary Judgment Milestones are necessary because of the Accelerated and Supplemental Investment provisions. Those milestones ensure that a Funder can terminate on notice pursuant to Subsection 6.1 and eliminate any chance that a Plaintiff that chooses to use its remaining funds to pursue an appeal the Funder does not support will not cause the Funder to make Accelerated or Supplemental Investments.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: Because corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the bargaining power protection of Accelerated or Supplemental Investments, the Motion to Dismiss and Summary Judgment Milestones are not necessary for them and should be deleted.

Plaintiff: [Name(s).]
Proceeds: (i) Any and all value received to satisfy the Award, if the Award results from settlement or other negotiated agreement, and (ii) any and all value received to satisfy the Award, less any state, federal, or international taxes owed on such value, if the Award is a judgment, order, or other determination by an independent party, such as a court or arbitrator.

Comment: The binary definition is intended to highlight that the parties need to allocate the tax burden associated with the Proceeds. In a negotiated outcome, the Plaintiff has discretion to structure the resolution in a tax-advantaged way. With a judgment, the Plaintiff may not have such freedom (although it may be able to negotiate payment of the judgment in a tax-advantaged manner). Thus the Litigation Proceed Rights are worth one percent (1%) of the gross Proceeds in a negotiated outcome and one percent (1%) of the tax-net Proceeds in a judgment outcome. This default should be customized as the parties prefer.

Proceeds Account: [Specify account], which is governed by the Control Agreement among the Plaintiff, Funder, and [the financial institution in which the deposit account is located] dated as of [same date or earlier as this Agreement.] As provided in the Control Agreement, the Plaintiff may not access the funds in the Proceeds Account until after the Funder is paid the value of its Litigation Proceed Rights, whether from the Proceeds Account or from any other source owned or controlled by the Plaintiff. As specified in the Control Agreement, the Control Agreement shall terminate upon the Funder’s receipt of the value of its Litigation Proceed Rights.

Comment: This account is empty until the Proceeds are received, and then they are deposited in this account for disbursement. To make the security interest in the account effective, the parties have to enter a “control agreement” which makes clear the Plaintiff has no control over the account and the financial institution should instead take direction from the Funder.144

[Proprietary Information:]

Comment: If either party has a subset of Confidential Information that it believes is so sensitive it must be destroyed or returned rather than kept secret for a fixed number of years after the Agreement’s termination, they should define it here. Two corollary provisions are then necessary. First, add Proprietary Information to the Confidential Information definition, and, second, insert under “Common Interest and Confidentiality” language to the effect that notwithstanding the Non-Disclosure provision of Subsection 4.2, Proprietary Information must be destroyed or returned after the Agreement is terminated.

Qualified Replacement Funder: A Funder which (a) agrees to become a party to this Agreement; (b) commits at least as much capital to financing the Claim as the Exiting Funder is withdrawing by exiting; and (c) is an Accredited Investor as defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D promulgated under the 1933 Securities Act.

Comment: This provision ensures that the private placement exception to the securities laws applies.

Re-pricing Event: The issuance of additional Litigation Proceed Rights to existing owners of Litigation Proceed Rights as a result of a Re-pricing Milestone.

Re-pricing Milestone: The following are the Re-pricing Milestones: (1) A proposed settlement that has a value less than the Initial Claim Valuation by at least [33%], and (2) the Judgment Milestone, if the Judgment has a value less than the Initial Claim Valuation by at least [33%].

Comment: Thirty-three percent (33%) is an arbitrary value; parties should negotiate their own percentages.

Risk Discount Factor: The number, less than one, that one percent (1%) of the Initial Claim Value is multiplied by to set the Litigation Proceed Right purchase price at the Closing.

Acceleration Closing Risk Discount Factor: The Risk Discount Factor used at the Closing immediately prior.

Discovery Closing Risk Discount Factor: [0.40] [OR a number to be negotiated in the [60] days prior to the Discovery Milestone].

Initial Closing Risk Discount Factor: [0.20].

[Supplemental Closing Risk Discount Factor: The Risk Discount Factor used at the Closing immediately prior.]

Comment: The lower the number, the bigger the return when Litigation Proceed Rights are cashed in. Because funding a claim is riskiest at the beginning, the Initial Closing Risk Discount Factor should be relatively low, conferring a risk premium if the Claim is successful, while the coefficient at the Close of Discovery should be higher, to reflect the dramatic increase in information about the Claim’s value. (If the new information is unfavorable, presumably a funder will exit or demand a lower number.) The bracketed numbers are arbitrary and should be negotiated by the parties. If other investment milestones are negotiated, they will need their own Risk Discount Factors. Supplemental Investments are optional because the parties may not wish to allocate the risk ex ante, and if not used, the corresponding Risk Discount Factor should be deleted.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: Because corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the bargaining power protection of Accelerated or Supplemental Investments, the corresponding Risk Discount Factors should be deleted.

[Supplemental Investment Event: A Supplemental Investment Event occurs when the balance of the Litigation Account has fallen below [$], all Committed Capital investments have been made, and the Litigation Counsel in good faith reasonably believes the amount remaining in the Litigation...
Account is insufficient to finance the conduct of the Claim through to the next Milestone Event or the Conclusion of the Claim, whichever comes sooner. [Despite such certification, a Supplemental Investment Event has not occurred if the Plaintiff and the Funder agree the funding shortfall is due to Attorney Waste, as defined in the Retainer Agreement. In such case, the related provisions in the Retainer Agreement shall apply.]]

Comment: This provision is optional, as the parties may simply wish not to allocate the risk ahead of time.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: This provision should be deleted because corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the protection of Supplemental Investments.

2.0 Representations and Warranties

2.1 Plaintiff’s Representations and Warranties

2.1.1 Common Interest: The Plaintiff has received [Independent/Litigation] Counsel’s advice regarding the common-interest doctrine in New York.

2.1.2 Full Disclosure: The Plaintiff represents that, as of the date of this Agreement, the Plaintiff has provided the Funder all material information relating to the Claim, excluding information protected solely by the attorney-client privilege.

Comment: By using a securities approach, the anti-fraud provisions of the securities laws apply, strengthening this duty. While there is obvious tension between the securities laws’ disclosure requirements and the confidential duties imposed by litigation, publicly traded securities tied to litigation have demonstrated that the tension can be resolved.145

2.1.3 Fully Informed: The Plaintiff represents that it [and its Independent Counsel] has/has reviewed the disclosures by the Funder in Schedules A, B, and C, and the Plaintiff does not object to the conflicts or potential conflicts described therein.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: This representation may need to be tailored or deleted for the corporate finance plaintiff as it may not find all of the schedules—or any of them—necessary.

2.1.4 No Impairment:

2.1.4.1 Other than as already disclosed to the Funder, the Plaintiff has not taken any action (including executing documents) or failed to take any action, which
(a) would materially and adversely affect the Claim, or
(b) would give any person or entity other than the Funder an interest in the Award or the Proceeds.

2.1.4.2 The Plaintiff agrees and undertakes that

145. See, for example, securities whose only value derives from the possibility that a lawsuit is successful that have been traded on the NASDAQ. These are discussed at length in Steinitz, supra note 35.
(a) it will not institute any action, suit, or arbitration separate from the
Claim arising from the same facts, circumstances or law giving rise to the
Claim;

(b) it will not take any step reasonably likely to have a materially adverse
impact on the Claim or the Funder’s share of any Proceeds; and

(c) it will not take any step that would give any person or entity an
interest in the Claim, Award, or potential Proceeds except as otherwise
permitted by this Agreement.

Comment: Funders must have certainty that they are getting what they bargain
for and that the Plaintiff is not selling “damaged goods.” Funders should customize
this language as necessary, given the Claim, to provide that certainty.

2.1.5 Solvency: The Plaintiff has no bankruptcy proceedings
outstanding or written notice of potential proceedings against it.

2.1.6 Independent Counsel: The Plaintiff represents that its
Independent Counsel advised it about the terms of this Agreement.

[Alternate:]

2.1.6 Advice on this Agreement: The Plaintiff represents that, based on
the disclosures in schedules A, B, and C and the Funder’s representations in
this Agreement, and based on the Plaintiff’s discussion of the schedules and
representations with Litigation Counsel, the Plaintiff is comfortable relying
on Litigation Counsel’s advice regarding the terms of this Agreement and
has so relied.]

Comment: If Independent Counsel is not used, Litigation Counsel must ensure
as a matter of professional ethics that the Plaintiff is fully aware of any potential
conflicts created by the funding arrangement and consents to them. 146

Corporate Finance Version Comment: Subsection 2.1.6 should be deleted as
unnecessary; again, in-house counsel should serve this function.

2.1.7 Completeness and Accuracy: The Plaintiff represents that as of the
date of this Agreement,

(a) all material information it and Litigation Counsel provided to the
Funder is true and correct, and

(b) all its representations and warranties in this Agreement are true and
correct.

2.2 Funder’s Representations

2.2.1 Funds: The Funder represents that it is fully capitalized and has
and will continue to have sufficient funds available to fulfill its obligations
under this Agreement.

Comment: This provision is important to Plaintiffs because unlike regulated
insurers, funders need not insure they have the capital to honor their commitments.
Further, funders have an incentive to recycle capital to successor funds.

2.2.2 Fully Informed: The Funder has thoroughly reviewed all the
information about the Claim provided to it.

146. See supra note 102.
2.2.3 No Conflicts of Interest:

2.2.3.1 The Funder has not, as of the date of this Agreement:
(a) paid a referral fee to Litigation Counsel in connection with the Claim, the Plaintiff, or this Agreement;
(b) entered any transaction with Litigation Counsel that has or would make Litigation Counsel a part owner of the Funder;
(c) contracted with any other party or potential party to the Claim other than has been disclosed on Schedule A;
(d) engaged in negotiations with any other party or potential party to the Claim other than has been disclosed on Schedule B; or
(e) entered into any relationship with the Plaintiff’s Litigation Counsel [or Independent Counsel] that potentially conflicts with the Plaintiff’s interests regarding the Claim other than has been disclosed on Schedule C. For the avoidance of doubt, Schedule C at a minimum details the Funder’s history of engaging such counsel or paying such counsel referral fees, including approximate dates, total fees paid, and the nature of the engagement; and, whether such counsel has an ongoing financial connection to the Funder other than those created by this Agreement or the Retainer Agreement.

2.2.3.2 The Funder will not, prior to the Conclusion of the Claim, pay a referral fee to Litigation Counsel in connection with the Claim, the Plaintiff, or this Agreement; transfer or agree to transfer any ownership in the Funder to Litigation Counsel; or engage in any activity that would have been disclosed on Schedules A, B, or C if it had occurred as of the date of this Agreement. This provision shall survive the termination of this Agreement if the Agreement is terminated prior to the Conclusion of the Claim.

2.2.3.3 The Funder does not have a duty, contractual obligation, or other requirement to monetize its interest in the Claim within any particular time frame or which would require the Funder to cease funding the Claim. For the avoidance of doubt, the preceding sentence does not include a fiduciary duty that would require the Funder to cease funding the Claim because of the Funder’s assessment of the merits of the Claim.

[Alternate:

2.2.3.3 According to its Partnership Agreement, the Funder must liquidate the investments and return capital to investors [X] years from the effective date of this Agreement.]

Comment: These provisions are designed to eliminate or minimize the relevant conflicts of interest, or allow the Plaintiff to give informed consent to them.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: Subsection 2.2.3 should be tailored or deleted, as corporate finance plaintiffs might not care about some or all of the above conflicts. Indeed, such plaintiffs might have an ongoing relationship with a funding firm that is akin to its relationships with outside counsel.
2.2.4 No Waiver of Privilege:

2.2.4.1 As of the date of this Agreement, the Funder and the Funder’s Representatives have not disclosed any Common Interest Material to anyone without the prior written consent of the Plaintiff; and

2.2.4.2 Notwithstanding Subsection 4.2, the Funder and the Funder’s Representatives shall not disclose any Common Interest Material to anyone without prior written consent of the Plaintiff. For the avoidance of doubt, this prohibition prevents disclosure without prior written consent to the Funder’s investors and/or any party to whom the Funder wishes to transfer part or all of its interest in the Claim. If consent is given, the Funder shall enter into an agreement with such secondary recipients to preserve the confidentiality of the Common Interest Material on terms no less restrictive than those set forth in this Agreement for Confidential Information. This provision shall survive the termination of this Agreement and remain in effect until the Conclusion of the Claim.

Comments: 1. If the Funder stops funding the Claim, nothing (other than Subsection 2.2.4.2 above) stops the Funder from using the information against the Plaintiff’s interests in the Claim. 2. Section 4.2 allows disclosure of Confidential Information as necessary to perform under this Agreement; this provision intends to exempt Common Interest Material from that provision and protect privilege in line with the other provisions.

2.2.5 Secondary Market Financing:

2.2.5.1 The Funder represents that as of the date of this Agreement it has not sold or entered negotiations to sell part or all of its interest in the Claim or the Proceeds to anyone.

2.2.5.2 The Funder will not securitize its interest in the Claim or the Proceeds.

Comment: Securitization creates a significant moral hazard and public policy concerns.147

3.0 Additional Covenants

3.1 Covenants of Plaintiff

3.1.1 Representations Remain True: The Plaintiff covenants that all of its representations and warranties shall continue to be true throughout the term of this Agreement.

3.1.2 Duty to Cooperate: The Plaintiff covenants to cooperate in the prosecution of the Claim. Specifically, the Plaintiff [will/will cause its officers, executives, and employees to] promptly and fully assist Litigation Counsel as reasonably necessary to conduct and conclude the Claim. For the avoidance of doubt, such assistance includes all actions any Plaintiff may reasonably expect undertaking such as: submitting to examination; verifying statements under oath; and appearing at any proceedings. The examples in

---

147. See Steinitz, supra note 18, at 1284–85.
the preceding sentence are illustrative and do not limit the Plaintiff’s duty to cooperate in any way.

Comment: Insurance contracts have very broad duty-to-cooperate provisions to address the agency problem insurers face with their insured. The provisions are appropriate in litigation finance contracts for the same reason.148

3.1.3 Duty to Inform: The Plaintiff agrees and undertakes to keep the Funder fully informed about the progress of the Claim. Specifically,

(a) Non-Privileged Information: The Plaintiff hereby irrevocably instructs Litigation Counsel, and if further instructions are needed, undertakes to instruct Litigation Counsel, to provide the Funder’s Representatives with all material non-privileged information as soon as practicable, regardless of the information’s source, confidentiality, or form, unless the Funder already possesses or controls such information.

(b) Attorney Work Product: Acknowledging that this Agreement contains provisions requiring the parties to protect the confidentiality of any Confidential Information disclosed to it and that such information includes attorney work product, the Plaintiff hereby irrevocably instructs its Litigation Counsel, and if further instructions are needed, undertakes to instruct its Litigation Counsel to provide the Funder’s Representatives with all material attorney work product relating to the Claim as soon as practicable.

(c) Attorney–Client Privileged Information:

Relying on the parties’ agreement that they share a common legal interest and that communicating attorney-client privileged information to the Funder in the furtherance of that interest does not waive the privilege, the Plaintiff undertakes to share such information on a topic-by-topic basis, provided that neither the Plaintiff nor Litigation Counsel shall disclose attorney–client protected information to the Funder or the Funder’s Representatives unless (i) the Plaintiff has discussed with [Litigation Counsel/Independent Counsel] the information to be shared, the reason for the sharing, and the probable consequences if the sharing is ultimately held to waive the privilege; and (ii) the Plaintiff has given written consent to such information sharing.

Comments: Arguably, the anti-fraud requirements of the securities laws render (a) unnecessary, however it is prudent to include it. One of the advantages of the private placement approach is that (b) is possible. As New York common-interest doctrine develops, (c) may need modifying. While waiving the privilege would not advantage Funders, and while the Plaintiff’s attorneys should engage in this process for ethical reasons even absent a contract provision, the language of (c) creates information asymmetry risk.

---

148. See 1 ALLAN D. WINDT, INSURANCE CLAIMS & DISPUTES: REPRESENTATION OF INSURANCE COMPANIES & INSUREDS § 3:2 (5th ed. 2007) (“Liability policies always contain a requirement that the insured cooperate with the insurance company in its investigation, defense, settlement, or other handling of a claim against the insured.”).
3.1.4 No Change in Litigation Counsel Without Funder Notice: The Plaintiff agrees and undertakes that it will not engage a new attorney or law firm to conduct the Claim, either as replacement or supplemental Litigation Counsel, without giving the Funder [X] days’ prior notice and without giving good faith consideration to the Funder’s response, if any. For the avoidance of doubt, “engage” in the immediately preceding sentence means “execute a retainer agreement or other contract to employ such attorney or law firm.”

Comment: This provision and Subsection 3.1.5 give the Funder significant influence over the conduct of the Claim, though short of control. We believe this right to influence should be paid for either by a direct payment that is not reimbursable if the Claim is successful or by a lower percentage payout/higher Risk Discount Factor than otherwise warranted.149

3.1.5 Funder Participation in Settlement Decision Making:

(a) The Plaintiff will immediately notify the Funder upon receiving a settlement offer, providing the Funder with the complete details of the offer in such notice. The Plaintiff will not respond to the settlement offer until after giving good faith consideration to the Funder’s analysis of the offer, provided that the Funder communicates its analysis within [X] days of receiving notice of the offer.

(b) The Plaintiff will not make a settlement offer without first notifying the Funder of the proposed offer, including its complete details, and giving good faith consideration to the Funder’s analysis, provided that the Funder communicates its analysis within [X] days of receiving the proposed offer.

3.1.6 Independent Counsel: The Plaintiff will obtain Independent Counsel before agreeing to any material amendment to this Agreement and before engaging replacement or supplemental counsel to conduct the Claim.

3.2 Covenants of the Funder:

3.2.1 Fiduciary Duty: The Funder agrees and undertakes to be a fiduciary to the Plaintiff in regards to the Funder’s actions, analysis, and advice regarding the Claim and the conduct of the Claim for so long as the Funder has a financial interest in the Conclusion of the Claim.

Comment: While this provision would go a long way toward minimizing conflicts of interest, it would be a major change to current contracting practice.

[Alternate:

3.2.1 Good Faith Dealings: The Funder agrees it will act reasonably and in good faith toward the Plaintiff in every action the Funder takes in relation to the Claim and Funders’ performance under this Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, and without limiting the foregoing, pressuring Plaintiff

to negotiate or accept a settlement that the Plaintiff believes is not in its best interest shall violate this covenant. Notwithstanding the previous sentence, the Funder’s mere exercise of its right to terminate without cause, including the Funder’s refusal to invest Committed Capital at a Milestone Event, shall not constitute breach of this covenant.

Comment: This provision would also protect the Plaintiff from the Funder’s conflicts of interest, and the Funder may be more willing to accept it than the fiduciary duty provision. A parallel duty need not be imposed on the Plaintiff for three reasons. First, the Plaintiff is already under several specific duties that cover the kinds of bad faith actions a Funder should be concerned about, such as failure to disclose material information or impairing the Claim. Second, the Plaintiff is motivated to act in good faith to increase the chances that the Funder will continue to invest in the Claim at Milestone Events. Third, the Plaintiff is subject to the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: The good faith version should be the default for Subsection 3.2.1.

4.0 Common Interest and Confidentiality

4.1 Common Interest: The Plaintiff and the Funder agree they share a common legal interest and, to the degree necessary to further their common legal interest, agree to share Common Interest Material in accordance with the provisions of Subsections 2.2.4.2 and 3.1.3. The Plaintiff and the Funder agree the material would not be shared if the common legal interest did not exist.

4.2 Non-Disclosure Generally: During the term of this Agreement and for [X] years following its termination, the recipient of Confidential Information shall not disclose, use, or make available, directly or indirectly, any Confidential Information to anyone, except as needed to perform its obligations under this Agreement or as the disclosing party otherwise authorizes in writing. When disclosing, using, or making Confidential Information available in connection with the performance of its obligations under this Agreement or as permitted by the disclosing party, recipient shall enter into an agreement with such secondary recipients to preserve the confidentiality of the Confidential Information on terms no less restrictive than as set forth in this Agreement. The recipient agrees that neither the execution of this Agreement nor the provision of Confidential Information thereto enables the recipient to use the Confidential Information for any purpose or in any way other than as specified in this Agreement.

Comment: If a subset of information has been defined as “Proprietary Information,” a term should be added describing how that information should be handled.

4.3 Potentially Enforceable Disclosure Requests: If a party receives a potentially enforceable request for the production of Confidential Information, including without limitation a subpoena or other official process, that party will promptly notify the other party in writing, unless such
notice is prohibited by law. If allowed, such notice shall be given before complying with the request and shall include a copy of the request.

If the request is of the recipient of Confidential Information, and notice to the disclosing party is prohibited by law, the recipient must make a good faith effort to contest the disclosure, if appropriate. The recipient shall also make a good faith effort to obtain an agreement protecting the confidentiality of the Confidential Information prior to disclosing it.

If a party elects to contest the request, no party shall make any disclosure until a final, non-appealable or non-stayed order has been entered compelling such disclosure. The contesting party shall pay its own expenses and control its contest, provided that, if the recipient contests a request when forbidden by law to give the disclosing party notice of the disclosure request, the disclosing party shall reimburse the recipient’s reasonable expenses promptly after being notified of them.

5.0 Funding Terms

5.1 Committed Capital: Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Funder[s] commit[s] [$] to finance the conduct of the Claim through to the Conclusion of the Claim [as specified in Exhibit [X]].

Comment: This Exhibit is different than the one contemplated by the definition of Committed Capital. This Exhibit is to show how much capital is invested at each milestone; the other schedule, used only if sufficient multiple funders are participating, lists each funder and how much total capital they are committing.

5.2 Purchase of Litigation Proceed Rights: Subject to the limitations of Sections 6 and 7 and Subsections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, at each Closing the Funder shall purchase Litigation Proceed Rights by depositing its Investment in the Litigation Account, such Investment being the Funder’s committed capital amount specified on Exhibit [X] less any Accelerated Investments previously made from that committed capital. The Funder may invest more than such amount only with the prior written agreement of the Plaintiff.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: All internal references are accurate for the access to justice version, however, the corporate finance version will need conforming changes throughout to reflect the deletions and the related renumbering.

5.3 Sale of Litigation Proceed Rights: Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, at each Closing the Plaintiff shall sell to the Funder the number of Litigation Proceed Rights the Funder is due based on the applicable purchase price and the total amount of capital the Funder deposits in the Litigation Account at such Closing. At each Closing, the Funder shall receive Litigation Proceed Right Certificates evincing its purchases.

5.3.1 The Initial Closing: At the Initial Closing the Plaintiff will sell [10] Litigation Proceed Rights. The Litigation Proceed Right Purchase Price for the Initial Closing is [$] per Litigation Proceed Right.
Comment: The number of shares indicated is arbitrary. Parties should negotiate an appropriate number keeping in mind the considerations discussed above.

5.3.2 The Discovery Closing: At the Discovery Closing the Plaintiff will sell [20] Litigation Proceed Rights to the Funder. The Litigation Proceed Right Purchase Price for the Discovery Closing is [$] per Litigation Proceed Right. Subject to the limitation imposed by Subsection 5.7, if the Plaintiff chooses, in its sole discretion, it may sell more than [20] Litigation Proceed Rights at the Discovery Closing.

Comment: The number of shares indicated is arbitrary. If accelerated investments occur, this number will be reduced accordingly. The Model Contract assumes a different Risk Discount Factor will be used to set the price, reflecting the information revealed to date. If additional milestones are negotiated, they will need their own closings.

5.4 Accelerated Investment: If an Acceleration Event occurs, Litigation Counsel shall so certify to the Funder. Within [30] days of receiving such certification, the Funder shall purchase [a pro-rata share of] [5] Litigation Proceed Rights at the Litigation Proceed Right Purchase Price used at the Closing immediately prior by depositing the Funder’s total purchase price into the Litigation Account. This Accelerated Investment shall not represent a new capital commitment; instead it is the acceleration of a portion of the capital intended for investment at the next Closing. The number of Litigation Proceed Rights sold at an Acceleration Closing shall reduce the number of Litigation Proceed Rights offered for sale at the [Discovery Closing/at the next Milestone Event Closing] by a like amount.

Comment: The bracketed language regarding next Milestone Event Closing reflects the idea that additional such closings may be negotiated.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: This provision should be deleted as corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the bargaining power protection provided by Accelerated Investments.

5.5 Supplemental Investment: If a Supplemental Investment Event occurs, Litigation Counsel shall so certify to the Funder. Within [30] days of receiving such certification, the Funder shall purchase [a pro-rata share of] [5] Litigation Proceed Rights at [the Litigation Proceed Right Purchase Price used at the Closing immediately prior] [at a price [10%] less than the price used at the Closing immediately prior] by depositing the Funder’s Supplemental Investment into the Litigation Account.

Comment: This provision is optional, as the parties may not wish to allocate this risk ahead of time. If used, the number of rights indicated is arbitrary; parties should negotiate the number. Funders will likely want a premium for being forced to make a supplemental investment; the language suggests one way it could be paid.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: This provision should be deleted as corporate finance plaintiffs do not need the bargaining power protection provided by Supplemental Investments.
5.6 Re-pricing Litigation Proceed Rights:

5.6.1 Invoking Right to Re-price: Within [7] days of receiving certification from Litigation Counsel that a Re-pricing Milestone has occurred, [the/a majority of] Funder(s) may trigger a Re-pricing Event by serving notice on the other party(ies).

5.6.2 Purpose of Re-pricing: Subject to the limitation in Subsection 5.7, the parties agree that the purpose of re-pricing pursuant to this Subsection 5.6 is to preserve the Expected Value of the Funder ’s/s’ Litigation Proceed Rights and not to renegotiate it.

5.6.3 Mechanism of Re-pricing: Subject to the limitation imposed by Subsection 5.7, the Plaintiff shall immediately transfer additional Litigation Proceed Rights to the Funder until the total number of Litigation Proceed Rights owned by the Funder has the Expected Value, and the Plaintiff shall document this transfer by promptly delivering additional Litigation Proceed Right Certificates, provided that, if the Re-pricing Milestone is a proposed settlement, such transfers shall occur simultaneously with the consummation of the settlement. If the settlement is not consummated and the Claim continues, the number of Litigation Proceed Rights owned by the Funder shall not change.

Comment: The purpose of re-pricing is to preserve the underlying economic bargain. A different type of re-pricing could be time-triggered, again with the goal of preserving the underlying economic bargain.

5.7 Minimum Plaintiff Proceeds: Under no circumstances shall the Plaintiff sell more than [50] Litigation Proceed Rights, nor shall the issuance of additional Litigation Proceed Rights pursuant to Subsection 5.6.3(a) result in the Plaintiff receiving less than [50%] of the Proceeds.

Comment: The percentage should be negotiated to avoid claims of unconscionability, based on legal precedent.

5.8 No Commitment for Additional Financing: The Plaintiff acknowledges and agrees that [no Funder has/the Funder has not] made any representation, undertaking, commitment, or agreement to provide or assist the Plaintiff in obtaining any financing, investment, or other assistance, other than the investments as set forth herein. In addition, the Plaintiff acknowledges and agrees that (i) no statements, whether written or oral, made by [any/the] Funder or its Representatives on or after the date of this Agreement shall create an obligation, commitment, or agreement to provide or assist the Plaintiff in obtaining any financing or investment; (ii) the Plaintiff shall not rely on any such statement by [any/the] Funder or its representatives; and (iii) an obligation, commitment, or agreement to provide or assist the Plaintiff in obtaining any financing or investment may only be created by a written agreement, signed by [such/the] Funder and the Plaintiff, setting forth the terms and conditions of such financing or investment and stating that the parties intend for such writing to be a binding obligation or agreement.
5.9 New Funder Participation: The Plaintiff can invite other potential funders to participate in any Closing at its sole discretion, provided that existing the Funder[s] [is/are] allowed to continue participating according to the capital commitment [it/they] had already made. The Funder[s] can invite additional potential funders to participate in Closings, but the Plaintiff, in its sole discretion, must approve both the new funder’s participation and the size of its investment before the potential funder can participate. For the avoidance of doubt, no Litigation Proceed Rights shall be sold to any person unless such person joins this Agreement.

6.0 Funder Right to Terminate Investment Without Cause

6.1 Termination at Milestones:
Within [7] days after receiving certification from Litigation Counsel that a Milestone Event has occurred, the Funder may give notice to the Plaintiff of its intention to terminate investing under this Agreement. If the Funder gives such notice it shall not participate in any Closing related to the Milestone Event unless its notice fails to become effective. For such notice to become effective, within [90] days of giving notice the Funder must deliver an executed amendment to this Agreement in the form of Exhibit [X]. Such amendment provides that (i) the Funder shall retain the Litigation Proceed Rights it previously purchased except that such rights will no longer be subject to re-pricing pursuant to Subsection 5.6, and (ii) certain other provisions of this Agreement remain in effect. If the executed amendment is not timely sent to the Plaintiff, the Funder’s investment termination notice is void as if never given and the Funder must immediately make the Investment that was due at the Closing related to the Milestone Event.

Comment: The Funder “pays” for exiting early without providing Plaintiff with replacement funding by losing its ability to mitigate its downside risk.

6.2 Termination at Any Time: At any time, the Funder may give notice to the Plaintiff of its intention to terminate its investment in the Claim. To make its notice effective, within [90] days the Funder must return a fully executed Amendment in the form of Exhibit [X] and return all of its Litigation Proceed Right Certificates. The Amendment shall reflect that the Funder (i) no longer owns any Litigation Proceed Rights, and (ii) certain other provisions of this Agreement remain in force.

Comment: If Accelerated and Supplemental Investments are not part of the contract, this provision is not necessary. This provision allows a Funder to avoid Accelerated or Supplemental Investments, but it is designed to provide a strong disincentive to discontinue funding in between milestones without lining up a replacement investor.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: Accelerated and Supplemental Investments are not part of the corporate finance deal, as such plaintiffs do not need their bargaining power protection. Thus, Subsection 6.2 should be deleted.

6.3 Termination at Any Time with Replacement Funding: At any time the Funder has the right to propose exiting the Agreement by assigning its
rights and obligations to a Qualified Replacement Funder. Such assignment requires (i) the Plaintiff’s consent, which shall not be unreasonably withheld; and (ii) the Qualified Replacement Funder’s joinder to this Agreement. The ownership of the exiting Funder’s Litigation Proceed Rights will be retained by the exiting Funder or transferred to the Qualified Replacement Funder pursuant to their agreement.

Comment: This provision, like Subsection 6.2, is only necessary if Accelerated and Supplemental Investments are used.

Corporate Finance Version Comment: Accelerated and Supplemental Investments are not part of the corporate finance deal, as such plaintiffs do not need their bargaining power protection. Thus, Subsection 6.3 should be deleted.

7.0 Termination for Cause

Either party may terminate this Agreement for cause if the other party commits a material breach as defined in this Section, with the consequences as specified in this Section. After such termination, Section 4.0 and Subsection 2.2.4.2 relating to confidentiality and privilege, Subsection 2.2.3.2 relating to conflicts of interest, Subsection 2.2.5.2 relating to securitization of litigation proceed rights, and Section 9 shall remain in force. If the termination is pursuant to Subsection 7.1, then Subsection 5.6 relating to re-pricing litigation proceed rights shall also remain in effect.

7.1 Material Breach by the Plaintiff:

7.1.1 Material Provisions: The provisions of this contract relating to complete and accurate disclosure of material information about the Claim; to cooperation in conducting the Claim and of non-impairment of the Claim; and to the potential award and any proceeds thereof. These provisions are the very essence of this agreement and any breach by the Plaintiff of those provisions is presumptively material. For the avoidance of doubt, the material provisions are: Subsections 2.1.2 and 3.1.3 (relating to disclosures), Subsection 2.1.4 (no impairment), and Subsection 3.1.2 (cooperation). The presumption of materiality can be rebutted by the Plaintiff by showing that such breach did not reduce the potential value of the Funder’s Litigation Proceed Rights by more than [10%] compared to the Expected Value of those Litigation Proceed Rights.

7.1.1.1 Notwithstanding Subsection 7.1.1, failure to disclose material information about the claim that supports the claim, strengthens the claim, or otherwise cannot reasonably be believed to have influenced the Funder to avoid investing or re-investing in the claim had it been disclosed when required is not a material breach of the disclosure provisions.

Comment: The purpose of defining presumptively material provisions is to facilitate dispute resolution by making material breach relatively easy to prove; the purpose of making it rebuttable is to prevent the Funder from abusing the provision by claiming a technical breach that has little or no impact.

7.1.2 Material Breach of Other Provisions: The breach by the Plaintiff of any other provision is material if it, by itself, reduces the potential value of
the Funder’s Litigation Proceed Rights by more than [33%], compared to the Expected Value of those Litigation Proceed Rights.

Comment: The bracketed number is arbitrary and should be negotiated. This is just one way of defining material breach. Whatever is adopted should be a significant bar as the crucial provisions are dealt with in Subsection 7.1.1.

7.1.3 Notice of Material Breach by the Plaintiff: If the Funder believes the Plaintiff has materially breached this contract it shall promptly serve notice on the Plaintiff. If the breach can be cured the Plaintiff then has [30] days to do so. Breaches of the following provisions cannot be cured: the failure to disclose material information not covered by Subsection 7.1.1.1 or attorney–client privilege at the time of contract execution and the failure to disclose existing claim impairment at contract execution.

7.1.4 Consequences of Material Breach by the Plaintiff: If the Plaintiff commits an incurable material breach under Subsection 7.1.1 or Subsection 7.1.2 or fails to timely cure material breach as defined therein, the Funder is entitled to an immediate refund of all of its Investment remaining in the Litigation Account and is entitled to keep its Litigation Proceed Rights. The Funder shall have no further obligations under this Agreement other than the provisions that explicitly survive the termination of this Agreement. This provision shall not limit the Funder’s other remedies at law or equity.

7.1.4.1 If the existence of a material breach is disputed by the Plaintiff the Disputed Refund provisions of the escrow agreement governing the Litigation Account shall apply.

Comment: The purpose of this provision is to make the Funder as whole as possible by providing the refund and to deter the Plaintiff from committing material breaches because the result is the total loss of its funding. However, Subsection 7.1.4.1 prevents the Funder from threatening to destabilize the Plaintiff, or from actually destabilizing the Plaintiff, by demanding a refund based on a breach that does not justify it. The precise mechanism for handling a “disputed refund” belongs in the Litigation Account escrow agreement, as it will have to be instructions to the escrow agent on what it is supposed to do. As a result, we are not proposing substantively what that mechanism should look like.

[Alternate:

7.1.4 Consequences of Material Breach by the Plaintiff: If the Plaintiff commits an incurable material breach under Subsection 7.1.1 or Subsection 7.1.2 or fails to timely cure material breach as defined therein, the Funder may seek damages from said breach at law or equity.]

Corporate Finance Version Comment: We propose that for corporate finance plaintiffs, Alternate Subsection 7.1.4 become the default and vice-versa.

7.2 Material Breach by the Funder:

7.2.1 Material Provisions: The Funder recognizes that its representations regarding its ability to honor its capital commitments, its commitments to protect Plaintiff’s privileged information [and Proprietary Information], and its assumption of [a fiduciary duty/duty of good faith and
fair dealing] are of the essence of this Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, these are the material provisions: Subsection 2.2.1 (funds), Subsection 2.2.4 and Section 4.1 (privilege and common interest), [and] Subsection 3.2.1 ([fiduciary duty/good faith]) [, and Section 4.3 (Proprietary Information)]. A material breach of Subsection 2.2.1 occurs if the Funder is unable to invest Committed Capital when required. A material breach of Subsection 2.2.4 or Subsection 4.1 occurs if the disclosure could result in waiver of the privilege if any other party to the litigation learned of the disclosure, regardless of how the other party to the litigation learned of the disclosure. A material breach of Subsection 4.1 has occurred if a judge, arbiter, or other third-party dispute resolution mechanism so rules. [A material breach of Subsection 4.3 Proprietary Information occurs if the breach results, by any method, in the Proprietary Information being received by any person or entity that could use it to its commercial advantage or to commercially disadvantage the Plaintiff.]

7.2.2 Material Breach of Other Provisions: The breach by the Funder of any other provision is material if it, by itself, reduces the potential value of the Award or Proceeds by more than [10%] as measured against the Initial Claim Value.

7.2.3 Notice of Material Breach by the Funder: If the Plaintiff believes the Funder has materially breached this Agreement, the Plaintiff shall promptly serve notice on the Funder. If the breach can be cured by the Funder, then it has [30] days to do so.

7.2.4 Consequences of Material Breach by Funder: If the Funder commits an incurable breach under Subsection 7.2.1 or Subsection 7.2.2 or fails to timely cure a material breach as defined therein, the Funder’s Litigation Proceed Rights are canceled and the Funder must promptly return its Litigation Proceed Right Certificates. This provision shall not limit any other remedies the Plaintiff may have in law or equity.

7.2.4.1 If the Funder disputes the existence of a material breach, the Disputed Rights provisions of the Escrow Agreement governing the Proceeds Account shall apply.

[Alternate:

7.2.4 Consequences of Material Breach by Funder: If the Funder commits an incurable breach under Subsection 7.2.1 or Subsection 7.2.2 or fails to timely cure a material breach as defined therein, the Plaintiff may seek damages at law or other remedy in equity.]

Corporate Finance Version Comment: We propose that for corporate finance plaintiffs, Alternate Subsection 7.2.4 become the default and vice-versa.

8.0 Security Interest

8.1 Proceeds Account: The Plaintiff hereby irrevocably instructs, and, if further instructions are needed, will instruct, Litigation Counsel to receive any Proceeds that the Plaintiff becomes entitled to on behalf of the Plaintiff, and to immediately deposit all such Proceeds in the Proceeds Account.
8.2 Security Interest in the Proceeds Account: To secure its obligation to the Funder represented by the Litigation Proceed Rights owned by the Funder, the Plaintiff hereby grants the Funder a security interest in the Proceeds Account and any and all property therein, whether such property is in the account now or is after-acquired. Such security interest shall terminate at the earlier of the Plaintiff paying the Funder the full value of the Funder’s Litigation Proceed Rights or the Conclusion of the Claim, if, at the Conclusion of the Claim, the Plaintiff is not entitled to receive any Proceeds from any Defendant.

8.3 No Other Security Interests: The Plaintiff shall not grant a security interest in the Proceeds Account [or the Claim] to anyone other than the Funder without the Funder’s prior written consent.

9.0 Miscellaneous

9.1 Governing Law: This agreement shall be governed by New York law.

9.2 Forum Selection: Each of the parties hereto hereby irrevocably and unconditionally consents to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the State of New York and of the United States of America located in the City of New York for any actions, suits, or proceedings arising out of or relating to this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby, and agrees not to commence any action, suit, or proceeding relating thereto except in such courts. Each of the parties hereto irrevocably and unconditionally waives any objection to the laying of venue of any action, suit, or proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby in the courts of the State of New York and of the United States of America located in the City of New York, and hereby further irrevocably and unconditionally waives and agrees not to plead or claim in any such court that any such action, suit, or proceeding brought in such court has been brought in an inconvenient forum.

CONCLUSION

In the foregoing, we have identified the core challenges of negotiating funding arrangements that are fair, economically sound, and in the public interest—promoting access to justice without corrupting the civil justice process. We have provided model provisions, many of which, on their own, contribute new, practical thinking on how to address the challenges presented by third-party funding. And, we have explained the interaction between the various provisions.

In the course of so doing, we have identified additional issues that are implicated by litigation funding and that parties to most commercial litigation funding are likely to encounter in their contract negotiations but are beyond the scope of this Article. These include: the securities regulatory implication of different deal structures; the question of how tax
optimization, for both funder and plaintiff, may affect deal structures; how deal structure impacts funders’ claim if plaintiff goes bankrupt and the proceeds are part of the bankruptcy estate; how provisions should change if the claim is a tort or other personal claim; and how the closely related retainer agreement between attorney and client should be structured. Last but not least, there is a need in creating conceptual frameworks for altogether different funding structures, given that funding scenarios vary widely based on such variables as the business model of the funder, the type of claim, the type of plaintiff (or even defendant), the jurisdiction that governs the contract, and more.

We call on other scholars to join us in this exciting new field of litigation finance contracting.


151. For a taxonomy of funding scenarios, see generally Steinitz, supra note 18. For an example of how deal structures can vary widely based on the type of claim, see Balganesh, supra note 20 (suggesting four different finance structures for copyright claims).